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ABSTRACT
The purpose o f this study was to compare the ratings o f the performance of
elementary school principals when evaluated by supervisors, certified staff, classified
staff, peers, and the principals themselves. Statistical tests were used to determine
significant difference between these constituent groups on the nine Educational
Leadership Profile dimensions which include Leadership Attributes, Visionary
Leadership, Community Leadership, Instructional Leadership, Data-Driven
Improvement, Organization to Improve Student Learning, Organization to Improve Staff
Efficacy, Cultural Competence, and Education Management. The nine ELP dimensions
were also compared against the following independent variables: gender o f participants,
participant familiarity with the principal, school enrollment, principal experience, and
principal gender. This study included 447 participants that included 24 elementary
principals, 19 supervisors, 32 peers, 216 certified staff, 68 classified staff, and 88 parents
from the slate o f North Dakota A second purpose was to add research regarding
principal evaluation, as there is a severe lack o f effective principal assessment and
evaluation procedures.
First, a multivariate analysis was used to determine significance in the overall set
o f variables. Second, a univariate analysis was used to determine significance between
the independent variables and the nine ELF dimensions. Third, if needed, an Honestly

xii

Significant Difference (USD) analysis was used to determine significance between
independent variables in ELP dimensions showing significant differences.
Overall, supervisors rated the elementary principals the highest while the
elementary principals rated themselves the lowest. The more participants were familiar
with the elementary principal, the higher they rated the principal. The more experience
the principal obtained, the higher their rating. Leadership Attributes was rated the
highest out of the nine ELP dimensions while Cultural Competence was rated the lowest.
Female principals scored higher than the male principals in eight o f the nine ELP
dimensions. The ELP can be used as an administrator assessment providing a 360-degree
evaluation o f principals; however, it should be only one part of the administrative
evaluation process. Each district and principal has certain needs and goals. The
evaluation should incorporate these needs and goals to improve principal performance.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
"The American educational enterprise is like a gigantic beast, which on close
examination displays some healthy tissue, some diseased tissue, and some scar tissue”
(Cooley & Lohnes, 1976, p. 1). American education is essential reality and does need to
be admired for its contributions to society; however, we must simply do our best to
reform it. The concept o f administrative evaluation could arguably be somewhere
between diseased or scarred tissue and must be diagnosed and excised as quickly as
possible (Cooley & Lohnes, 1976).
Education is a construct o f American society. Education has its faults like any
other business, agency, or corporation. Education is also the backbone of society for
which all other constructs happen. Education is also a positive in the American culture
because it has helped create who we have become; however, that does not mean we
cannot improve on some o f our educational inequities and downfalls. “The principal’s
role is a strategic one o f coordinating resources as they serve the school and ultimately,
American society as a whole” (Department o f Elementary School Principals & National
Education Association, 1968. p. 1).
Although administrator evaluation is scarred, there needs to be caution when
repairing evaluation systems and methods because school administrators are under great
pressure. The choice of the next school chief for the District o f Columbia school system

requires the toilowing qualifications, which we have come to expect from our school
leaders:
someone who has managed an entrenched bureaucracy; someone who has
developed a multimiliion-dollar budget; someone who knows how to deal with a
demanding community and an aggressive press; someone who has a mission,
leadership skills, political smarts, and management prowess; someone who will
aggressively improve teacher quality but who is also an inspiring leader; and most
important someone who is committed first and foremost to the advancement o f all
children. (Scherer, 2004, p. 7)
The author adds, “ I report this here in case anyone wants to apply” (Scherer, 2004, p. 7).
Pellicer, Anderson, Keefe, Kelly, and McCIeary (1988) discovered that the way
principals actually spend their time and the way they think they should spend their time
have not changed since 1977. Principals spend time on school management, personnel,
student activities, and program development. Principals believe it is appropriate to spend
time on these issues; however, they also felt that more time should be spent on personnel,
program development, and planning, and that too much fine was spent on student
behavior and district office issues. The concern appeared to be that the principal’s time
was too heavily driven by job demands rather than by educational goals.
it is evident that the position o f school principal is demanding and stressful. If
schools are to add administrator evaluation as another item on the principal “to-do” list,
then there needs to be some further planning on the purpose of evaluation. However, if
done properly, one small piece that can help the educational leadership improvement
process is evaluation of the school leader. “Research and common sense support the
notion that improving school leadership at the building level holds tremendous potential
in helping schools bolster student academic performance, particularly for low-income and
minority students” (National Staff Development Council, 2004, p. 1).
2

The Interstate Leadership Licensure Consortium (ISLLC) developed standards to
strengthen educational leadership. These standards are exemplified in Figure 1 and will
be discussed further in Chapter II. Figure I presents administrative evaluation as one
portion that can strengthen leadership. Even as early as 1958, the California Elementary
School Administrators Association noted a specific trend: “More and more districts are
viewing this problem with concern and are either in the process o f developing or plan to
develop a program o f administrator evaluation” (p. 4). The Institute for Educational
Leadership (IEL) Task Force (2000) believes communities must reinvent the
principalship by addressing three critical challenges: (a) filling the pipeline with effective
school leaders; (b) supporting the profession; and (c) guaranteeing quality results by
“evaluating principals more effectively and more frequently, finding fair ways to hold
principals accountable for their role in student learning” (p. 14). Administrative
evaluation will be the focus of this dissertation.

Certification
Professional
Development

Relicensure
Developing/Refining
Standards

Preparation
Program Design

Preparation
Program Approval

Administrator
Selection
Licensure

A dm inistrator

Evaluation
Figure 1. ISLLC Standards: Framework for Action (Murphy, 1.999).
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Significance of the Study
There are many administrative demands placed on our school leaders today. With
high expectations for school leaders, we need to develop systems that help educational
leaders succeed instead of placing unrealistic demands on our leaders from the moment
they accept the position o f educational leader. One way to do this is to develop a system
o f evaluation for school leaders that is comprehensive, appropriate, and ultimately leads
to professional growth for the school leader. Currently, the educational system is still in
the infancy stage when developing administrative evaluation programs.
The typical evaluation for an elementary principal is a summative, open-ended
evaluation where the superintendent responds with some positive comments and also
some comments regarding areas where the principal needs to improve. These types of
evaluations provide little professional growth opportunities for the principal because the
superintendent does not follow the principal through his or her daily routine; hence, the
superintendent usually does not know, observe, or witness every competency o f the
principal. This does not necessarily mean the superintendent is incorrect regarding his or
her perceptions and assumptions regarding the principal, but there is plenty of doubt
when the superintendent does not directly observe the principal on a daily basis.
Because of the myriad of complexities in the principalship, the evaluation of
principals is acknowledged to be challenging, difficult, and ambiguous. Current
evaluation systems generally do not result in significant growth for the principal or the
school. Over time, principals have perceived that evaluation systems do not improve
performance, do not promote professional growth or school improvement, do not relate to
what contributes to principal effectiveness, lack a definition of job duties, arc done to
4

them rather than for or with them, are oriented to checklists, are inconsistent, and inhibit
open communication between supervisors and principals (Brown, Irby, & Neumeyer.
1998; DePree, 1974; Drake & Roe, 1994; Gil, 1998; Leithwood, 1987; Lewis, 1982;
Martin, Damon, & Schory, 1994).
It is apparent that school leadership evaluation needs more research and in some
cases an overhaul o f the system. The prognosis for effecting change in leadership
evaluation is grim. Leadership evaluation is a disaster. Reeves (2004) reviewed
hundreds o f leadership evaluation systems and descriptions of leadership evaluation
procedures. In general, he found leadership evaluation systems to be nothing more than
perfect failures. These systems fail to recognize good practice, give encouragement to
bad practice, accept mediocrity, and demoralize school leaders.
In fall 1993, an individual assessment o f the Chula Vista Elementary School
District was conducted. Thirty-two principals provided their insights on strengths and
areas for improvement. The top three issues quickly surfaced, and the principals’
evaluation process was on that list. “The principals shared deep concerns that the
existing evaluation process was a ‘dog-and-pony-show’ with little or no relevance to their
leadership performance, their improvement, and student achievement” (Gil, 1998. p. 28).
Evaluating whether a school administrator is effective is critical to ensuring a school’s
success. Ironically, while sound procedures are often in place for evaluating teachers, the
processes for evaluating principals tend to van' widely (Franklin, 2000).
Purpose o f the Study
The purpose o f this study was to compare the ratings o f the performance of
elementary school principals when evaluated by supervisors, certified staff, classified
5

stall', peers, and the principals themselves. The independent variables included
superintendents or a direct supervisor, other principals, parents, all staff, and the
principals themselves. The dependent variables included the nine dimensions taken from
the Educational Leadership Performance Measures (ELPM) and expanded to include an
on-line reporting system, called the Educational Leadership Profile (ELP), by Dr. Marv
Erhardt, Director o f the North Dakota LEAD Center. These nine dimensions, as
researched by DeFranco and Golden (2003), include the following: (a) Leadership
Attributes, (b) Visionary Leadership, (c) Community Leadership, (d) Instructional
Leadership, (e) Data-Driven Improvement, (f) Organization to Improve Student Learning,
(g) Organization to Improve Staff Efficacy, (h) Cultural Competence, and (i) Education
Management. This study is unique in that multiple variables were analyzed to determine
comparisons between the superintendent, parents, othei principals, all staff, and the
principals themselves regarding the evaluation of the elementary principal to see if there
was a significant difference between the ratings of these constituent groups on the nine
dimensions.
Chief executive officers in the business world are now being evaluated using a
360-degree evaluation where board members, other administrative staff, employees, and
customers evaluate them; therefore, they get a more thorough evaluation. This is the
exact concept that was used, compared, and differentiated in this study.
The research questions for this study were as follows:
1. Are there significant differences between constituent groups (supervisors,
peers, parents, classified staff, certified staff, and themselves) on the nine
Educational Leadership Profile (ELP) dimensions?
6

2. How do the ratings of constituent groups compare in each ELP dimension
using the ELP Scoring Bar?
3. Are there significant differences between the ratings of male and female
participants on the nine ELP dimensions?
4. How do the ratings of gender o f participants compare in each ELP dim ension
using the ELP Scoring Bar?
5. Are there significant differences o f participant ratings between the years
participants were familiar with the principal on the nine ELP dimensions?
6. How do the ratings of years of familiarity compare in each ELP dimension
using the ELP Scoring Bar?
7. Are there significant differences o f participant ratings between school
enrollments on the nine ELP dimensions?
8. How do the ratings of school enrollment compare in each ELP dimension
using the ELP Scoring Bar?
9. Are there significant differences o f participant ratings between years o f
principal experience on the nine ELP dimensions?
10. How do the ratings o f principal experience compare in each ELP dimension
using the ELP Scoring Bar?
1 1. Are there significant differences of participant ratings between male and
female principals on the nine ELP dimensions?
12. How do the ratings o f principal gender compare in each ELP dimension using
the ELP Scoring Bar?
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13. What is the rank order o f the LLP dimension from highest to lowest irom the
ratings o f all participants

id are there significant differences between

nine ELP dimensions'7
The demographic inform .. . ion section of the ELP asked the participants to provide
the following: (a) gender, (b) years familiar with the principal being evaluated,
(c) student population o f the school of the elementary principal being evaluated, (d) years
o f administrative experience of the elementary principal, and (e) gender of the elementary
principal.
Statement o f the Problem
Educational administrative evaluation has been in desperate need o f repair, as the
norm for evaluation usually has been school boards evaluating the superintendent with no
input from any other constituent group, and the high school and elementary principals
being evaluated by the superintendent with no input from any other constituent group.
There should be input from other constituent groups such as supervisors, parents, staff,
peers, and possibly students. There should also be a set of standards or competencies to
be used as guidelines such as the following taken from the ELP:
1. Leadership Attributes— This section includes questions regarding building
relationships, demonstrating a passion for learning, advancing creativity, and
ethics.
2. Visionary Leadership— This section includes questions regarding fostering a
shared vision, thinking strategically, and holding high expectations for staff
and students.
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3. Community Leadership—This section includes questions regarding
community relationships, pride, integration, and resources.
4. Instructional Leadership—This section includes questions regarding
curriculum planning, implementation, evaluation, goal setting, achievement,
and teaching strategies.
5. Data-Driven Improvement—This section includes questions regarding data
collection, analyzing, and monitoring in order to improve education and
school needs.
6. Organization to Improve Student Learning— This section includes questions
regarding learning time and environment, articulation between grade levels,
and technology usage.
7. Organization to Improve Staff Efficacy— This section includes questions
regarding the dissemination o f educational research, professional
development, and staff input and problem solving.
8. Cultural Competence— This section includes questions regarding the value of
diversity, cultural assessment and knowledge, and the promotion of
understanding diveisily.
9. Education Management—This section includes questions regarding problem
solving, facilities, human resources, and fiscal management (The Educational
Leadership Profile, 2006).
Reeves (2004) points out that many evaluation standards arc unclear, incoherent,
or unrealistic. Many evaluation instruments treat leadership as traits that exist or do not
exist; whereas, in reality, many skills fall along a continuum. An even more serious
9

charge is that assessments are inconsequential where little is learned and not much
happens. Lashway (2004) adds that current practices ensure a minimum level of
competence and offer little help for principals trying to move from adequacy to
excellence.
Principals lead organizations that are one o f the most important in our society, yet
principal evaluation remains an underdeveloped domain o f educational research (Duke &
Stiggins, 1985). Lashway (2004) states that a neglected domain for researchers and
policy makers is principal evaluation. “ In chapters on personnel evaluation which appear
in books on personnel administration, the mention o f principal assessment is minimal”
(Glasman & Heck, 1992, p. 5).
Ginsberg and Thompson (1993) note that principal evaluation is difficult because
the nature o f the principal’s work is complex, ambiguous, and contextual. Some theorists
define the principalship in terms o f job tasks, others in terms of administrative functions,
and still others on behavior. Developing standard procedures that could work in all
situations is virtually impossible. Glasman and Heck (1992) remind us that because the
practice o f principal assessment had not required systematization, a systematic study of
principal assessment has been slow to develop.
“With so much in the balance, the qualities separating a successful principal from
an unsuccessful one have become increasingly complicated, and the need to evaluate a
principal’s performance has become increasingly important” (Franklin, 2000, p. 1). It is
evident that the development of principal evaluation is difficult, unclear, and
unresearched. Also evident is the fact that leadership is important to the success in any
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organization, it is now time to put leadership evaluation theory into practice in our public
schools.
Definitions
Peers: one of the constituent groups to include elementary principals, high school
principals, reading facilitators, coordinators, and directors.
Constituent groups: superintendents, elementary principals, certified staff,
classified staff, peers, and parents.
Certified staff: licensed staff to include classroom, Title 1, special education, an.
physical education, and music teachers.
Classified staff: non-licensed staff to include paraprofessiona's, custodians, cooks,
and secretaries.
360-degree evaluation: an evaluation process including participation from a wide
array o f constituent groups.
Efficacy: producing desired results.
Teacher-principal: a staff member o f a school who teaches and also serves as the
elementary principal.
Educational Leadership Profile (ELP) or Educational Leadership Performance
Measures (ELPM): evaluation tool developed by Dr. Marv Erhardt (North Dakota LEAD
Center) in conjunction with the University o f Oregon that includes nine dimensions for
effective administrative evaluation and performance.
freeform: evaluation form used by an evaluator that is open-ended.
Management by objective: an evaluation procedure where the evaluatee sets goals
and meets with the evaluator to determine completion o f these goals.

Assumptions
The basic assumptions o f this study were as follows:
1. The participants were able to comprehend and have the knowledge base to
inteipret and complete the Educational Leadership Profile (ELP).
2. The participants responded truthfully, honestly, and accurately to the
questions on the ELP.
3. Through the ELP it was possible to measure differences in the nine leadership
dimensions.
4. Through the ELP it was possible to measure differences in elementary
principal performance regarding responses between supervisors, peers,
certified staff, classified staff, parents, and the principals themselves.
Limitations
The researcher has identified the following limitations with respect to internal and
external validity:
1. There was no chance for qualitative, open-ended questions.
2. It was possible that respondents did not respond honestly or accurately in
completing the ELP. Respondents may nave c er- or under-valued their
feelings. For example, a parent or a staff member who v as angry with the
administrator may have given a poor rating in all dimensions of the ELP
regardless o f his or her true perception o f the principal in those dimensions.
3. Some o f the constituent groups had only one person completing the ELP.
Most districts had one superintendent or supervisor; therefore, there was only
one response for the superinlendcnt/supervisor.
12

Organization o f the Study
The problem and its background for this study were presented in Chapter I. The
relevant parameters o f the research were defined to include puipose, significance,
research questions, problem statement, definitions, assumptions, and limitations.
A review o f relevant literature and research findings related to the importance o f
school leadership, history of schooling in North Dakota, history o f the elementary
principalship, history of performance areas for principals, educational evaluation o f
school administrators, and the Educational Leadership Profile (ELP) evaluation system as
it relates to the 360-degree evaluation process are presented in Chapter II. For the
purpose o f this study, the review o f the relevant literature serves the following purposes:
(a) to provide an understanding of the evolution of the elementary principalship, (b) to
present a review o f history o f performance standards for elementary principals, and (c) to
review new thoughts regarding educational administrative evaluations.
The methodology, research questions, sample population, description o f the
research instrument, and data collection and analysis procedures are presented in Chapter
111.
The results of the statistical analysis o f the data are presented in Chapter IV. This
chapter is organized into sections presenting the quantitative results following the
research questions.
The conclusions, discussion, and recommendations from this study are presented
in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
“Anyone aspiring to be an elementary principal in any good
school system must expect to be appraised and evaluated,
formally or informally” (Burr, Coffield, Jenson, & Neagley,
1963, p. 446).
A basic philosophical foundation is needed to understand why the topic of
evaluation o f school leaders is becoming more prevalent today. To grasp this foundation,
the researcher incorporated the following points o f emphasis:
•

Importance o f Educational Leadership,

<* History of Education in North Dakota,
•

History of the Elementary Principalship,

•

Performance Areas for Elementary Prince' >'

•

Principal Evaluation Issues and Instruments.

1!

First, it is important to determine the relevance o f educational leadership on the
success of the education system by answering the question: Does leadership matter?
Second, the history o f education in North Dakota will help the readers understand the
history of education in the state where this study occurred. In the third and fourth
sections, the history of the elementary principalship and the performance areas for
elementary principals will present an historic account o f the development o f the
14

elementary principalship and a development of the elementary principal performance
areas. Lastly, the researcher provides the available research regarding evaluation issues,
the 360-degree evaluation, and the Educational Leadership Profile (ELP).
Importance o f Educational Leadership
Does leadership matter in schools? Do principals really have the effect on change
or will things happen regardless o f them? Looking at the research, the answers to these
questions are very apparent.
Even as early as 1922, Ell wood Cubberly notes that the office o f school principal
is likely not to be overestimated. Just as the superintendent is the life-force for the entire
school district, so is the principal for his or her school.
The key to the educational cookie is the principal. The piincipal is the
motivational yeast: how high the students and teachers rise to their challenge is
the principal’s responsibility. If some o f the educational ingredients in our recipe
are missing, it’s the responsibility o f the principal to compensate by invention or
innovation or substitution.— Reverend Jesse Jackson. (Keller, 1979, p. 71)
“ Leadership matters” (Reeves, 2004. p. xi). “Learning doesn’t happen without
leadership.. . . No matter what approach a school takes, the role o f the principal is
central . . . Researchers, policy makers, and educational practitioners agree: good school
principals are the keystone of good schools” (Institute for Educational Leadership, 2000,
p. 8).
1 don’t think that there is a more important issue on the educational horizon than
the discussion of leadership. We are facing a severe problem. And without
quality leadership, in any organization— whether it’s school-for-profit,
not-for profit, business, industry, whatever— without quality leadership, those
organizations are doomed to failure. And I think we are seeing that in many o f
the public institutions o f our country. And 1 want to be sure that we don't see that
in publ'C schools in our country. (Hottenstein, 2005, p. 3)
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Thomas goes on to say in his interview. “‘Leadership does not make a difference;
leadership makes the difference” (Hottenstein, 2005, p. 4).
In their landmark book, In Search o f Excellence: Lessons from American s
Best-Run Companies, Peters and Waterman (1982) questioned the importance of
leadership by admitting that at the beginning of their research project they wanted to
heavily discount the role of leadership. They actually believed that strong companies had
gotten that way because of a strong culture. However, they found that almost every
excellent company also had a strong leader.
One of the fathers of educational leadership research is Joseph Blase. In his
article, “Dimensions of Ineffective School Leadership: The Teachers' Perspective." it
appears evident, even through the perspective of the teacher, that the administrator can
lead a school to demise if he or she is ineffective or lack in any of these areas:
accessibility, consistency, expertise, ambiguous expectations, decisiveness, defined goals,
lack o f follow-through, problem solving, teacher evaluation, time management, support,
shared governance, harassment, favoritism, lack of recognition, being too critical,
delegation, authenticity, compassion, arrogance, friendliness, manipulation, security,
defensive, prejudice, immaturity, or laziness. Lack of some of these qualities caused
teachers to withdraw both psychologically and socially from students. Teachers
explained that they reduced their overall cognitive, emotional, and physical commitment
and sense of responsibility to their work. “Communication suffered dramatically in
schools administered by ineffective principals. There wasn’t as much smiling,
talking . . . and helping each other out. You watched what you said. You were wary of
who your friends were” (Blase, 1987, p. 207).
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Consequently, teachers tend to reduce creative, emotional, technical, and
intellectual investments in work. Over the long term, ineffective school principals
contribute to significant shifts in the social structure and culture of the school.
Such shifts were defined negatively by teachers. .. . These data support the
conclusion that a number of highly interrelated elements— principal behavior,
values, beliefs, attitudes, goals, and skills— are important to leadership. These
elements significantly affect central dimensions of school life. (Blase, 1987,
pp. 208-209)
Blase makes it evident that there is a rather tight connection between a principal's
involvement, beliefs, and interactions on the cultural characteristics o f the school.
Sergiovanni (1990), in Value-Added Leadership, goes a step further emphasizing
leadership over management for successful schools. “Numerous studies o f successful
schools point to the same, conclusion. No matter how competently managed a school
may be, it is the extra quality of leadership that makes the difference between ordinary
and extraordinary performance” (p. 18).
To f

■• tin

. .acts, Marzano, and McNulty (2003) took the concept of

leadership importance to a new level by conducting a study o f leadership effects on
student achievement. Waters et al. reviewed over 5,000 studies from the past 30 years
and found that educators have intuitively known that leadership makes a difference. The
past research has offered theories, anecdotes, and personal perspectives on leadership and
school effectiveness. As a result, school leaders did not have a practical guide for
leadership and its effects on schools. As a result o f their working paper. Balanced
Leadership, the 21 leadership responsibilities and their correlations with student
academic achievements are presented in more detail in their book. School Leadership
That Works (Marzano, Waters, & McNulty, 2005).
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Waters et al. (2003) used two hypothetical schools to give the readers an example
o f effective school leadership. Both School A and School B have similar student
populations, teacher populations, and achievement scores (50th percentile). The
principals in both schools also ranked in the 50th percentile regarding their performance
in the 21 areas of leadership responsibility. If the pr:
her demonstrated abilities by exactb

(,al of School B improves his ot

.undard deviation in all 21 areas, School B

would ultimately see student achievement gains that are 10 percentile points higher than

Leadership influences every aspect o f school as depicted in Figure 2. “Given
adequate educational leadership, though lacking in other ways, a school will grow in the
other aspects of its situation and achieve well in its efforts toward accepted objectives
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Figure 2. Leadership Factors Affecting Student Achievement. (Marzano. 2003, p. 173)
o f education” (Hagman, 1956, p. 3). Leadership is a necessary condition for effective
reform relative to school, teacher, and student-level factors. Leadership could be
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considered the single most important aspect o f effective school reform and is mentioned
in almost all past research on leadership, school reform, and school achievement
(Bamburg & Andrews, 1990; Bossert, Dwyer, Rowan, & Lee, 1982; Brookover,
Schweitzer, Schneider, Beady, & Wisenbaker, 1978; Brockover, Beady, Glood,
Schweitzer, & Wisenbaker, 1979; Cohen & Miller, 1980; Duke, 1982; Duke & Canady,
1991; Dwyer, 1986; Eberts & Stone, 1988; Edmonds, 1979a, 1979b, 1979c, 1981;
Glasman & Binianimov, 1981; McDill, Rigsby, & Meyers, 1969; Miller & Sayre, 1986;
Oakes, 1989; Purkey & Smith, 1983; Rutter, Maughan, Mortimore, Ouston, & Smith,
1979) and continues in our research today (Goleman, Boyatziz, & McKee, 2002;
Griffith, 2000; Marzano, 2003; Reeves, 2004; Scheerens & Bosker, 1997; Teddlie &
Reynolds, 2000; Villani, 1996). This list o f resources regarding the importance o f
leadership is minute compared to the actual number of publications in print; however, it
is evident that school leadership is important and that continued research, practice, and
professional development is imperative to effectively lead schools in this evolving
educational world.
History of Education in North Dakota
The researcher provides a history o f education in North Dakota to help the reader
understand the historical perspective o f those participants piloted in this study and to help
understand some of the conceptual changes that complicated the development and
progression of the principalship.
There seems to be some discrepancy as to when formal education began in North
Dakota. The state was not added to the union until 1889, but that did not mean formal
education did not happen before 1889. Ironically, education and religion were closely
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associated in the developmental stages as priests organized the first schools. The Scottish
Highlanders, North Dakota’s first settlers at Pembina, were a highly religious, peasant
people who keenly felt the absence of churches and schools in their new land. With the
sponsor of Lord Selkirk and approval from the Bishop of Quebec, Joseph Dumoulin,
Father Joseph Provencher, and William Edge established churches and schools in 1818
(Works Progress Administration, 1950).
The first school in North Dakota, at Pembina, had an enrollment o f 60 children
and consisted of white and Chippewa children learning English and planting small grains.
This school functioned until 1823, when, after the determination of the international
boundary, the Highlanders moved north to Canada, thus breaking up the colony. The
school remained closed for a quarter century. When Father George Belcourt came to the
region in 1848, he reopened the Pembina Mission and founded another at St. Joseph in
the Pembina Mountains (near Walhalla). The school conducted at St. Joseph by the
Sisters of the Propagation o f Faith was the first school given support by the federal
government in the state (Works Progress Administration, 1950).
In the early settlements of the state, a mother would often gather the children of
the neighborhood in her home for instruction, and itinerant teachers occasionally held
classes in the next city that sprang up in the wake o f the railroad. As communities grew,
residents cooperated in hiring teachers and building schools. Between 1853 and
attainment o f statehood in 1889, 1,362 schools were opened, many o f them in country
communities.
A teacher’s report on one such school, sent to the superintendent o f the Griggs
County Schools in 1886, recorded that he had taught a 62-day term, with 15
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pupils enrolled and daily average attendance o f 7.2; and that his salary was $35 a
month. (Works Progress Administration, 1950, p. 97)
North Dakota entered the Union in 1889 with 1,362 public schools and 1,741
teachers. The support of public schools prior to statehood was from direct taxation
(Crawford, 1931). Even though the legislature did not create a common school system
because schools were already developed by 1889, free public education in North Dakota
had its beginning on February 22, 1889, when Congress passed the Enabling Act. This
act divided land into live Midwestern states and enabled these states to form constitutions
and stale governments. Section Four o f the Enabling Act stipulates provision shall be
made for the establishment and maintenance o f public schools, which shall be open to all
the children of each state, and free from sectarian control.
Section 149 of the North Dakota Constitution called for uniform system o f free
public schools throughout the state, beginning with the primary and extending through all
grades up to and including the normal and collegiate courses. Section 150 called for
County Superintendents o f Schools to be elected every two years, whose qualifications,
duties, powers, and compensation were fixed by law (Robinson, 1966; Wills, 1963).
Between 1900 and 1920, the number of students in North Dakota’s schools more
than doubled, from 78,000 to 168,000. More than half o f them attended the state’s 5,000
one-room schools. “The small rural schools offered less educational opportunities than
town schools. School years were shorter; attendance was poorer; teachers had much less
training and worked for very low wages” (Tweton & Jell iff. 1983, p. 203). Many people
believed that North Dakota built too many schools for its population. In 1911. the
legislature called for reform efforts to improve rural schools by appointing Neil
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MacDonaid as first school inspector in the state o f North Dakota. By 1920. rural schools
started, to augment as attendance improved and more students were finishing the eighth
grade. Even though more students were completing high school, most rural schools were
still o f poor quality (Robinson, 1966). “Only one in 45 teachers had attended college,
and only a little over half had completed high school. Most rural schools had a new
teacher every year because o f the low pay” ( fweton & Jelliff, 1983, p. 203).
By 1930, rural teachers were better prepared as 99 out o f 100 had completed high
school with one third of those completing teacher-training school. Yet, the rural schools
struggled. Salaries for teachers were very poor; the small schools could not afford new
books and equipment. It was safe to say that North Dakota was not getting a fair return
on its investment in education, as too many schools with too few students made education
very expensive. The depression o f the 1930s also brought a crisis to the classroom. As
farmers lost crops and could not pay taxes, funds available to run schools declined.
Teachers had their salaries cut drastically, and many lost their jobs. The legislature
passed a 2% sales tax, and the federal government developed programs to pay teachers
and keep schools open; however, over 600 rural schools were forced to close
(Robinson, 1966; Tweton & Jelliff, 1983). North Dakota was spending more per pupil
than the national average; however, the problem was utilizing the money appropriately
while also educating ail students even though the population was scattered. In 1938,
Governor William Danger asked, "Why should the school children in the one-room
school house on the prairie not enjoy the same privileges o f education as those that are
more fortunate by living in the larger cities in the slate” (Robinson, 1966, p. 481)? There
were many one-room schooihouses with low teacher-student ratios and limited funds that

ultimately led to poor salaries and wretched schools. The North Dakota Teacher declared
in September 1939,
The problem simply resolves itself into a question of maintaining rural and small
high schools in every nook and corner of the state on a starvation basis for both
teacher and pupil, thus giving each child at least a meager opportunity, or through
certain combinations make better supported and better schools. (Robinson, 1966,
p. 482)
It is important to note that throughout the history of education in North Dakota,
including the present time, that declining enrollment has been an issue on the forefront.
For example, in 1890 there were 951 school districts; in 1940 there were 2,272; in 1960
only 1,351, The decrease in the number o f districts began in 1948 when the 1947
legislature made it possible for districts to organize into larger units. School
reorganization always had, for its central purpose, the improvement of education
opportunities for school-age children, a higher degree of uniformity of school tax, and a
more intelligent use o f school funds (Robinson, 1966; Tweton & Jell iff, 1983;
Wills, 1963). “School district reorganization seems imperative because so many o f the
districts are not able to provide the educational programs needed to deal with the complex
problems o f present day life” (Wills, 1963, p. 261).
Most people want a large modern school for their children, but its attractiveness
fades when it is located in a neighboring town. Obviously every village and
hamlet cannot have a large, modern, well-populated school. For purposes of
reorganization the state has established procedures and local elections are held,
elections that often leave the minority very unhappy, school business being
sensitive business. Probably no county in the state has been free from frictions
which have developed over the reorganization issue. It has led to rural people
taking their business front one town to another in protest; it has reached into the
intimate organizations o f churches; it has caused the break up of friendships of
longstanding. (Wills, 1963, p. 261)

I weton and Jelliff (1983) note that reorganization came slowly. Many people had
attachment to their schools and did not want to see small, rural schools abolished. Setting
aside the past for educational change was difficult; yet, with improved roads and state
funding for transportation, the reorganization and consolidation changes were more
bearable.
In 1947, the state had 2,27! school districts; by 1973 it had only 372. The real
movement toward consolidation came during the 1960s. In 1959, over 20,000 children
still attended one-room schools; by the early 1970s only 335 children went to the small,
rural schools, while almost 98,000 were in graded elementary schools. In 1959, the
legislature established a foundation program to finance public education, as county taxes
and state funds were to pay 60% o f the cost o f educating students. Reorganization and
improved funding worked a revoiution in the North Dakota school system as more
students were receiving an education from more qualified teachers mainly because, in
1957, there was a requirement o f two years o f college for teachers to become certified.
By 1970, 80% o f elementary teachers had completed college. In the high schools, 99%
had college degrees and 39% had done graduate work. More importantly, by 1970, 80%
o f students completed eighth grade, and o f those going onto high school, 90% got their
diplomas. It is also important to note that after World War II, teacher salaries rose to
$1,303; $2,018 in 1949; and $4,221 in 1960. From 1949 to 1960, school expenditures
increased 140%, but the personal income o f North Dakotans increased only 63%
(Robinson, 1966; Tweton & Jell iff, 1983).
By 1970, it was safe to say that the county school house era was over. North
Dakotans came to realize that they had built too many schools for too few people. “Sixty
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years after Neil MacDonald began the fight to improve the state’s schools, the battle was
won” (Twcton & Jelliff, 1983, p. 207). The history o f the frontier shows that after the
primary necessities of food and shelter were provided, the thought of the community
turned to the school and the church. The public school was the first and broadest
measure of cultural ideals.
North Dakota was and still is a very rural state. One-room schoolhouses were still
used into the early 1970s. With a variety o f enrollments in schools throughout the state,
each district uses their elementary principal in different ways. Many principals
administrate their schools full-time while others have their elementary principal teach the
entire day. The implications here are that constituent groups working with these
principals will perceive the behavior and responsibility o f their principal depending on
the specific job duties of their principal.
History o f the Elementary Principalship
Administrator is derived from the Latin word adminislratio, which means “he
who is at one’s hand, ie., aids, assists, in the care of” (Freund & Andrews, 1854, p. .35).
A derivation of the word is the French administrare, which means “to serve,” as in
minister (Webster s Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary. 1972, p. 12). Minister is also a
Latin word which stands for attendant, waiter, or servant. The Latin view was that a
minister was an “under official,” or an “ inferior officer” (Freund & Andrews, 1854,
p. 951). “Clearly, the heritage o f the word administrator was not the idea o f a visionary
leader o f an organization that has come to epitomize discussions regarding the topic of
administration” (English, 1994, p. 104). This is quite different than the origin o f the
principalship. “The principal, from the Latin principalis, means ‘first in ranking,’ or “of
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or pertaining to a prince or ruler.’ The Latin principes refers to the second line in the
order o f battle" (Freund & Andrews. 1854. p. 1201).
Until the 1800s, state boards or committees ran the public school system without
any type of administrator. Around the turn of the 19th century, a state superintendent
was hired in New York. In approximately 1854, the idea of county superintendents was
fully developed and by 1890 the idea o f the school district superintendent was fully
implemented in the state of New York (English, 1994).
The future of the school principalship as a profession can be predicted only in
light o f its past. Therefore, it is necessary to portray a history o f this position as a means
o f understanding its development.
Jacobson, Reavis, and Logsdon (1963) note that public school principal
development writings are meager. So much attention has been given to the practical
aspect of school administration that the evolution o f the principalship has been neglected.
Shuster and Stewart (1973) tell us that the historical view o f the elementary
principalship was slow and methodical but that, it is important to note, has shifted from a
relatively insignificant position in the early 1800s to one o f paramount leadership
responsibilities in the early 1900s. Glass (2004) adds,
Prior to 1875 it didn't make sense to talk about school administration; that
occupation employed such a small number o f people, a separate literature was
unnecessary. Between 1875 and 1900, however, the growth in the number o f
positions o f superintendent and full-time principal was spectacular and signaled
the need for special training and the textbooks that such training would require.
(p. 32)
There were many factors that led to the development of the elementary principal position:
» separation o f children into grades,
® rapid growth o f cities,
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consolidation of departments under a single principal,
freeing of the principal from teaching duties,
recognition o f the principal as the supervisory head o f the school, and
establishment of the Department o f Elementary School Principals o f the
National Education Association. (Pierce, 1935, p. 7)

In 1830, the populations o f cities and schools saw a rapid increase. Schools on
the East Coast soon attained such high pupil enrollments that it became necessary for the
superintendent o f schools to transfer supervisory responsibilities to the principal. Thus, it
was only logical to turn management and supervisory duties to the so-called principal. In
the 1850s, there were a couple factors that hindered the development of the principalship.
One of these factors was the monitorial system, also known as the Lancaster system, of
instruction where the principal taught in larger rooms while assistants taught lessons in
the attached, smaller rooms. The second factor was the “double-headed” school because
there were two masters— the grammar master and the writing master. Children spent half
o f their time with each master, resulting in divided authority (Jacobson et al., 1963;
Pierce, 1935).
Records show that the first school with all departments coming under a single
head existed in Cincinnati in 1838. “The Ninth Annual Report of the Trustees and
Visitors o f the Common Schools o f Cincinnati 1838 pointed out that because of their
responsibilities for grading teachers, fixing salaries, and classifying pupils, there should
be one controlling head— the principal” (Pierce, 1935, p. 9). Schools in the Midwest
actually moved to the one-principal movement faster than those schools in the East,
mostly because of tradition in the eastern United States; however, the factor that
attributed most to a single principal concept was graded schools. Since it was not
practical for superintendents to grade and classify each student, principals were hired to
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do it. The graded elementary school also started the process o f freeing the principal from
teaching duties (Shuster & Stewart, 1973).
It should be noted that beginning principals were actually principal-teachers.
“The development of the superintendency capped a long road beginning with the creation
of the ‘principal-teacher,’ or principalship during the same time period” (Otto, 1954,
p. 542). In 1839, when the Common School Teachers Association o f Cincinnati sent an
inquiry to the Board of Education request ing clari fying duties of the principals and
assistants, the Board replied stating the duties of the principal-teacher:
»
•

function as the head of the school,
regulate the course o f instruction of pupils in his class and the classes of
others,
• discover defects and apply remedies within the school,
w make defects known if they couldn’t be remedied,
® give necessary instruction to assistants,
e classify pupils,
«* safeguard school houses and keep the school clean,
• refrain from impairing assistants,
o require the cooperation o f assistants. (Pierce, 1935, p. 12)
Although schools today have moved towards a shared governance approach, have more
duties placed upon principals, and emphasize human relations, it is interesting to note that
many o f the duties are still prevalent today, 170 years later.
Although grading the school and classifying pupils freed the principal from some
teaching duties, Superintendent Wells o f Chicago mentioned to the Board o f Education in
Chicago, in 1859. that the principal was spending a considerable amount o f time helping
teachers in whatever ways necessary to secure uniformity and efficiency in all the
different departments, and although the principal had many duties, it was evident more
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skills on the part of the principal would need to be established. The principal would now
not only serve as a manager but would also need skills in supervision.
By 1890, it was apparent that the principal was going to be the administrative and
instructional leader in the school. “Annual Reports o f the Superintendents at the turn of
the century are replete with states that place the principal as the highest: local authority’’
(Shuster & Stewart, 1973, p. 29). The principal also turned into a more supervisory role
in helping the school progress towards excellence and also to help teachers improve their
teaching techniques (Shuster & Stewart, 1973).
During the later half of the 19th century, principals were to be experts in
instruction and should apply that expertise to know whether teachers were fit to teach. In
fact, principals often were selected because they were good teachers. By the early 1900s,
principals were selected for their administrative abilities to supervise all school activities.
With the development of a principals’ organization, affiliated with the National
Education Association, college preparatory programs started to focus on the research and
scientific aspects o f being a principal. Thus, at the turn of the century, professionalism of
the principal position was developing which was further exemplified by the development
o f a number o f groups studying and developing educational administration such as the
Cooperative Program in Education Administration (C.P.E.A.). “The C.P.E.A., funded by
the W. K. Kellogg Foundation, led to the establishment o f university centers across the
country, created for the purpose o f studying and improving educational administration”
(Shuster & Stewart, 1973, p. 31). “Between 1875 and 1900, however, the growth in the
number of positions o f superintendent and full-time principal was spectacular and
signaled the need for special training" (Glass, 2004. p. 32).
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it is important to note that the development o f the elementary principalship was
not a mechanical process. The purpose o f the elementary school was to serve the
community, which ultimately led to the changing o f elementary principal duties,
philosophies, and goals. When trying to understand the development of the elementary
principalship, it is important to note the four stages o f community changes and
development.
During the first stage, as early as 1647, the General Court o f Massachusetts
required some form o f religious education. This type of education required limited
administration because boys and girls often were sent home early to the care and trades o f
their mothers and fathers.
General literacy was the emphasis o f the second period which came at the onset of
America’s newly-won independence. Citizens realized that a democratic governance
would need a literate society. Massachusetts made the first move in 1837 by requiring
compulsory education. This era marked the beginnings of the elementary school based
on the concept of universal education; however, at this time the principalship was
undeveloped.
The third period marked an influx o f immigrants, migration into the Midwest and
Western United States, and further development of colleges and universities. These
movements influenced the broadening of curricula in the elementary school.
The fourth period which led up into the 1940s and 1950s had two forces which
led to the rise of the principalship. The first was the ongoing increases in enrollment.
When pupil enrollments increased to over 5,000 students, the duties o f the superintendent
became increasingly administrative. The superintendent could no longer visit all schools
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on a frequent basis. The second was the demands of the community. This demand was
subtle, as the purpose for educating the child was to prepare him or her for a positive
future. Thus, the administrators of these schools had to develop programs required by
those communities (Shuster & Stewart, 1973). The fourth period in community
development and the principalship required a new emphasis which demanded personality,
character, and citizenship development which still exists today in the 21st century.
The problems o f society were starting to be the focus o f curricular areas in
elementary schools. The recognition of a changing society demanded that the schools
give students the understanding and skills they needed to be more successful than in the
past, and with society changing, the principalship also became a position o f prestige
requiring better human relation skills and more understanding of the larger school
culture. “ It was during this fourth period that the principal achieved a status entailing
more prestige and power in educational affairs” (Shuster & Stewart, 1973, p. 33).
The principalship was slow in developing; however, during the turn o f the 20th
century, the principalship took another progressive turn as school buildings were being
designed with special offices for the principal, making the principalship an executive
position. Between 1900-1950, World War I, World War II, and the Great Depression
changed the face, delivery, and administration of education. Schools were teaching
democratic ideals, enhancing the concept of the human condition instead o f mechanically
teaching skills and subject matter. The education system was to help develop a new
society (Wilds, 1942).
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Performance Areas for Elementary Principals
The researcher presents principal performance areas in this section (a) as an
extension o f the elementary principal history to show how job duties changed over time;
(b) to show the difficulties in using standards, behaviors, traits, or duties; and (c) to bring
forward the implicit difficulty in using a set of generic standards, behaviors, traits, or
duties in a standard leadership evaluation.
What are important performance areas for success in the elementary
principalship? Whitaker (2003) writes,
1 recently participated in a forum that brought together a wide variety of educators
to consider the future of the principalship. One o f the questions was, “What skills
will principals need to be effective in the 21st century?” I was amazed at the
responses. The long list o f esoteric (and seemingly unattainable) proficiencies
included a computer coordinator’s understanding o f technology, a lawyer’s grasp
o f special education mandates, the wisdom to lift every student to mastery of
impossibly high and ever-changing state and national standards, and the best
teaching skills in the school. Whew! I had knots in r.iy stomach just listening.
No wonder principals feel so much stress, (p. 5)
One o f the earliest records came from Common Schools of Cincinnati which
included the following duties of the principal-teachers (principal-teachers were so-called
because they also did some teaching, similar to teaching principals today]. The
principal-teacher was to
1) function as the head o f the school charged to his care;
2) regulate the classes and course o f instruction o f all the pupils, whether they
occupied his room or the rooms o f the other teachers;
3) discover any defects in school and apply remedies;
4) make defects known to the district if he was unable to remedy conditions;
5) give necessary instruction to his assistants [assistants were teachers, not
assistant principals];
6) classify pupils;
7) safeguard school houses and furniture;
8) keep the school clean;
9) instruct assistants;

10) refrain from impairing the standing o f assistants, especially in the eyes of
their pupils; require cooperation o f his assistants. (Shuster & Stewart, 1973,
p. 28)
Over a century later, Stogdil! (1948) included the following traits associated with
leadership:
1. Capacity (intelligence, alertness, verbal facility, originality, judgment).
2. Achievement (scholarship, knowledge, athletic accomplishments).
3. Responsibility (dependability, initiative, persistence, aggressiveness,
self-confidence, desire to excel).
4. Participation (activity, sociability, cooperation, adaptability, humor).
5. Status (socio-economic, position, popularity).
6. Situation (mental level, status, skills, needs and interests of followers,
objectives to be achieved), (p. 64)
Even through the 1950s-1970s the Department of Elementary School Principals
admits, “The criteria and factors which seemingly have a relationship tc success in
administration are not easily determined" (Burr et ai., 1963, p. 444). Lists o f criteria can
often come in short narrative forms (California Elementary School Administrators
Association, 1958; flagman, 1956; Node, 1966):
1. Success in directing the education program—instructional leadership.
2. Success in handling and dealing with personnel— personnel administration.
3. Success in management and organization— initiating structure.
4. Success in community relations and activities— school community relations.
5. Continuous professional growth— in-service growth and development.
6. Personnel qualifications—appearance, speech, ability to write and
communicate orally, attitudes, emotional stability, professional ethics,
leadership, and judgment.
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They can also come in long form (shortened here), as exemplified by the
California elementary principals at a workshop to formulate standards o f performance.
The first standard had 47 job duties under human relationships to include relations with
the school board, superintendent, teachers, non-certified staff, students, parents, and the
community. The second standard had 6 job duties in the area o f administrative
(supervision and instruction) skills. The third standard had 8 job duties in the area of
curriculum. The fourth standard had 8 job duties in the area o f guidance and counseling.
The fifth standard had 4 job duties in the area o f school maintenance. The sixth standard
had 4 job duties in the area of business administration. The seventh standard had 2 job
duties in the area o f accounting and reporting. The eighth standard had 6 job duties in the
area o f general administration (Burr ct al., 1963). Principals in this district had to
perform 85 job duties.
In the 1980s, prosperity was good in the United States and since schools were and
are a direct reflection o f society, schools also were perceived as doing quite well; hence,
there was not a lot of change in administrative job functions. In fact, during this decade,
standards relaxed a little as stated in The Elementary School Principalship: Leadership
fo r the 1980s (Krajewski, Martin, & Walden, 1983) under major responsibilities and key
duties.
The first responsibility was learning atmosphere where the leader provides
leadership to promote professional growth o f teachers and maximum learning o f pupils.
The key duties were observing teaching techniques, promoting cooperation and
understanding among all school constituents, encouraging teacher participation in school
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activities, improving the physical conditions for learning, and supporting atmosphere for
creative ideas and change (Krajewski et al.. 1983).
The second responsibility was instruction/curriculum where the leader assumed a
leadership role in developing, maintaining, and improving instruction and curriculum.
The key duties were providing in-service programs, providing leadership for curriculum
study and instructional innovation, coordinating learning activities that utilize community
resources, cooperating with supervisory personnel on instructional improvement projects,
supporting a curriculum that provides pupils with extended enrichment experiences, and
participating in professional organizations related to all areas of instructional
improvement (Krajewski et al., 1983).
The third responsibility was administration where the leader assumed advisory
responsibilities in the area o f specialization to the school as well as central office staff.
The key duties were preparing school budgets, maintaining records o f all areas of
responsibility, allocating funds for instructional materials and supplies, carrying out
central office decisions, evaluating any special projects outlined for the school for their
full adequacy, and involvement in the selection and placement o f teachers (Krajewski
et al., 1983).
The fourth area o f responsibility was human relations where the leader established
and maintains effective personal relationships with faculty, pupils, community, and
central office. The key duties were consulting teachers about decisions in their particular
teaching area, inspiring teacher confidence through sincere praise o f their work, inspiring
performance of all other staff members in their particular duties, encouraging parental
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involvement in improving learning environments, and influencing school-community
relations and extracurricular activities (Krajewski et al., 1983).
In the early 1990s, a new set of standards started to develop for schools and
principals. Many o f the old standards did remain such as instructional leadership,
curriculum, human relations, and management; however, new standards were evident due
to the times, pressures, and increasing importance o f education. These new standards
were as follows;
*

Decision-Making-—The principal had to become more knowledgeable about
who is to be involved in the decisions within the school (Ubben & Hughes,
1997).

*

Special Education— The principal had to become adept at special education
guidelines and law which includes due process, individual education plans,
parent rights, discipline, and inclusion (Patterson & Protheroe, 2001;
Rossow, 1990; Ubben & Hughes, 1997).

*

Law— Principals had to become aware o f legal rights of students and staff.
Some o f these ideas were discrimination, First Amendment rights, due
process, tort, dismissal, and negligence (Rossow, 1990; Ubben &
Hughes, 1997).

*

Educational Change— Although change as an integral part was introduced in
1970, it became ever more apparent in the 1990s with the introduction of
school improvement processes such as North Central accreditation in the
Midwest. These improvement processes included needs assessments,
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processes for change, and assessing the change (Gorton, 1983; Rossow, 1990;
Schmuck, Runkcl, Arcnds, & Arends, 1977).
in 1990, Sergiovanni promoted nine leadership dimensions o f the past and then
suggested their transformation in the future; he calls this value-added leadership and
states, “Studies show that successful leaders not only understand value-added principles,
but that they practice them with a vengeance” (p. 14). Figure 3 provides the dimensions
o f value-added leadership.
Value Dimensions
Emphasis is on:
Management

Value-Added Dimensions
Emphasis is on:
Leadership

Participation
Investment
Manipulating
Situations
Planning

Extraordinary
Performance Investment
Providing Symbols and
Enhancing Meaning
Purposing

Giving Directions
Providing a
Monitoring System

Enabling Teacheis and
the School
Building an
Accountability System

Extrinsic Motivation

Intrinsic Motivation

Congeniality

Collegiaiity

Calculated
Leadership

Leadership By Outrage

Differences:
Systems of schooling art; overmanaged and
underled.
Teachers and principals give more than one
can even expect.
The principal makes meaning through
situational leadership.
Bringing vision and school beliefs to
fruition.
Permitting talented teachers to play a much
larger role.
Giving schools (instead of government)
empowerment to decide the means but also
holding them accountable for reaching the
means.
Rewarding things get done because they
are important.
Staff, not only gets along, they share
common work values, engage in
conversations about work, and help engage
the work of the school,
Focusing on key issues, putting in extra
time, and had strong feelings of purpose =
Passion

Figure 3. Value-Added Leadership (Sergiovanni, 1990).
In the late 1990s, and continuing into today, it is important to note that other areas
were added to the principal portfolio:
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® Assessment/Data— (Creighton, 2001; Marzano et al., 2005).
® Systematic Planning— (Kaufman, Herman, & Watters, 1996).
® Technology— (Picciano, 2002).
® Poverty/Education and Changing Demographics— (Merchant, 2000;
Payne, 2001).
® Early Childhood— (National Association o f Elementary School Principals,
2005).
® Emotional Intelligence— (Goleman ct al., 2002).
These new standards (along with the standards o f the past) are best exemplified in
Leading Learning Communities: Standards fo r What Principals Should Know and Be
Able to Do by the National Association o f Elementary School Principals (2001) and the
knowledge, disposition, and performances dimensions on the six standards from the
Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium (ISLLC) (2000). These new standards
portray a shift from an industrial to informational society.
Marzano (2003) in his book. What Works in Schools: Translating Research into
Action, states, “So many characteristics have been identified [regarding effective
leadership] that a comprehensive list is unwieldy" (p. 173); however, he does compare
five different studies as shown in Figure 4. These five studies show the variances and
similarities among authors regarding effective leadership characteristics. No one
document can be perfect for all school administrators in conjunction with their specific
principalship.
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In “Why Should Anyone Be Led By You?,” Goffee and Jones (2000) note the
qualities o f inspirational leaders:
0

Selectively show their weaknesses.

•

Rely heavily on intuition to gauge the appropriate timing and course of their
actions.

•

Manage employees with something called tough empathy.

»

Reveal their differences.

Blum, Butler. &
Olson (1987)

Hal linger &
Murphy (1987)

Neufeld &
Freeman (1992)

Levine &
Lezotte
(1990)

“has clear
vision
*communicates
to staff
“establishes
safe
environment
’“knows quality
instruction
*monitors
school
performance

*frames goals
““communicates
goals
““evaluates
instruction
““coordinates
curriculum
““monitors
progress
““protects
instructional
time
““maintains high
visibility
““provides
incentives for
teachers
’“selects and
participates in
professional
development
“establishes
explicit
academic goals

“trusts and
treats teachers
as professionals
“creates
nonrestrictive
work
environment
“is neither
dogmatic or
autocratic
“invites
divergent points
o f view
“gives teachers
a clear voice in
decisions

“supervises
instructional
practices
“supports
teachers
“has high
energy
“vigorously
selects and
replaces
teachers
“has
maverick
orientation
“monitors
school
activities
“acquires
necessary
resources

Sammons,
Hillman, &
Mortimore
(1995)
“viewed as the
leading
professional
“uses a
participatory
management
approach
“is firm
“is purposeful

Figure 4. Comparison and Overview of Characteristics Associated With Effective
Leaders.
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They go on to state, "You may find yoursel f in a top position without these qualities, but
few people will want to be led by you” (pp. 63-64).
Thus far, throughout this section o f the chapter, the discussion has been on
standards, characteristics, traits, and performance areas for success in the elementary
principalship. Whitaker (2003) took a relatively different approach in his book. What
Great Principals Do Differently: Fifteen Things That Matter Most, by specifying what
great principals do. Great principals put people before programs, understand that the
teacher is the main variable in the classroom, treat everyone with respect all the time, are
the filter for the staff, teach and hire great teachers, put testing in perspective, are loyal to
the students, understand high achievers, always care and repair relationships and
situations, and constantly set expectations.
The researcher could continue to present various lists of qualities, behaviors,
standards, and performance dimensions to the reader. This process would get
monotonous; however, it is obvious that combining the various components o f effective
leadership into an evaluation is a difficult task. The purpose here was to present
standards as a possible equation in the evaluation process and also to help the reader
understand that standards, behaviors, qualities, and performance dimensions should meet
each principal in his or her specific paradigm.
Principal Evaluation Issues and Instruments
The elementary school principalship continues to be an even more difficult and
demanding position into the 2 1st century. This concept is evident because there have
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been so many added job duties to the position as each decade progressed in the 1900s
leading to more ambiguity regarding educational leadership.
Rarely are there simple solutions to the many complex problems and demands
inherent in the elementary principal’s role. At times the demands may seem
overwhelming, the solutions difficult or impossible; and the methods that produce
success in one situation may result in additional problems or perhaps even disaster
in yet other situations. (Krajewski et al., 1983, p. iii)
To keep great leaders in the principalship, the principals o f our youth need
ongoing support from superintendents and supervisors. Just as teachers need help with
their issues, so do principals need help with theirs. One way superintendents can develop
and enhance their principal’s performance is through a meaningful evaluation process.
Lashway (2004) presents the notion that recent debates over the principalship
have focused mainly on training, recruitment, and induction to fulfill a supply of
candidates. “But in all this activity, a rather neglected domain for researchers and
policymakers is principal evaluation’’ (p. 1). Me notes that principal evaluations only
satisfy public accountability, ensuring a minimum level of competence. These types of
evaluation practices offer little help in moving principals to excellence.
Leithwood, Begley, and Cousins (1994) suggest an even more serious charge in
that [administrator] assessments are inconsequential because not much is gained. They
concluded that many evaluations were conducted out o f a sense of duty and had little
impact on the future performance o f the principal. Drake and Roe (1986) explain, “ If
evaluation is used as [a] tool for growth, the principal certainly should benefit by having
a well-designed evaluation of performance by the superintendent, as well as
complementary self-assessments’’ (p. 313). In fall 1993, the superintendent o f the Chula
Vista Elementary School District in California conducted an assessment o f the
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organization with each principal. One o f the top three issues was the concern that the
existing evaluation process was relatively useless with no relevance to their leadership
performance, improvement, or student achievement (Gil, 1998).
With so much in the balance, the qualities separating a successful principal from
an unsuccessful one have become increasingly complicated, and the need to
evaluate a principal’s performance has become increasingly important.
Evaluating whether a school administrator is effective is critical to ensuring a
school’s success. Ironically, however, while sound procedures are often in place
for evaluating teachers, the processes for evaluating principals tend to vary
widely. . . . The tools and approaches people use are “just all over the map.”
(Franklin, 2000, pp. 1-2)
The purpose o f evaluation should be one o f constant improvement. The School
Administrators of Iowa (2005) note that effective evaluation is providing feedback for
growth instead o f providing constant evidence of failure. The goal is to improve
performance. “If a supervisor is considering evaluation for the purposes o f termination,
other processes should be employed” (p. 1).
The literature in the area of educational administrative assessment and evaluation
is limited, segmented, and in need o f repair in most school districts across the country
(Reeves, 2004). As early as 1963, the California elementary principals discussed
administrator evaluation as a trend needing improvement. “More and more districts are
viewing this problem with concern and are either in the process o f developing or plan to
develop a program o f administrator evaluation” (Burr et al., 1963, p. 441). Lipham,
Ranking, and Hoeh (1985) explain.
No entirely satisfactory method has yet been devised for measuring the principal's
performance. Questionnaires, checklists, interviews, observation scales,
videotaping, time sampling, critical incidents, and other direct and indirect
techniques for sampling, analyzing, and summarizing behavior have all been
attempted with varying degrees o f success. Ironically, however, such instruments
and procedures often assess only the frequency o f behavior rather than its potency
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or quality. Whichever devices are used for assessing administrative performance,
they must be viewed as relevant, valid, and reliable by all participants in the
evaluation process, (p. 299)
Twenty years later Reeves (2004) explains that leadership evaluation is still a
mess:
In general, I found prevailing leadership evaluation systems to be the “perfect
storm” of failure. This perfect storm is evident when there is a national leadership
crisis and a growing shortage o f educational leaders combined with a leadership
evaluation system that discourages effective leaders, fails to provide direction for
ineffective leaders, and rarely considers actual improvement during the evaluation
process as its main purpose for educational improvement, (p. 1)
Reeves (2004) goes on to paraphrase Sebastian Junger’s (1998) comments in his book
titled The Perfect Storm: “The perfect storm defined is one in which many different
variables come together at the same time to create particularly destructive consequences”
(p. 2). Reeves studied thousands o f pages in search o f an effective evaluation program.
In almost every case the evaluation systems were not worthy of emulation. “These
systems fail to recognize excellence, give encouragement to bad practice, tolerate
mediocrity, turn a blind eye to abuse practice, accept incompetence, and systematically
demoralize courageous and committed leaders” (p. 2). Reeves (2004) goes on to say that
educational leadership evaluation is so bad that it fails in a vast majority of cases.
The principal may do well to seek an evaluation process that provides useful
information upon which appropriate changes can be based. These changes should
be aimed at moving the school toward realizing its goals. Such a process would
be helpful not only in terms o f the development of the principal but might also
serve to offset some o f the problems that could arise from informal feedback
about principal performance. (Drake & Roe, 1986, p. 312)
360-Degree Evaluation
The benefits o f a 360-Degree Assessment include obtaining the collective
opinions of multiple raters with different stakes in the school and viewpoints
from which to view an administrator's leadership. A variety o f raters may be
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included in a 360 review including all or any combination o f the following: self.
supervisor(s). administrative staff, professional staff, support staff, peers, and
community members. (Multiple Uses of the ELI3, 2006, 360-Degree Assessment
section, para. 1)
One way to evaluate the elementary school principal is to use a 360-degree
evaluation process in which the elementary principal is evaluated by various constituent
groups that may include themselves, supervisors, certified staff, classified staff, parents,
peers, and students. Even as early as 1958, the California Elementary School
Administrators Association noted a specific trend: “More and different kinds o f personnel
are beginning to be involved in the development o f the evaluation process. However,
general agreement is that the superintendent or his delegate has the major responsibility
for administering the evaluation” (p. 4). But to truly understand the value o f a
360-degree evaluation process, the researcher reviewed what has been done in the past.
Principal evaluations often are conducted similarly to teacher evaluations in that
there is a pre-planning, monitoring, and summative evaluation to complete the process
(Weiss, 1989). Within this process various evaluation procedures are used from school
district to school district which may include goal setting, portfolio evaluation, free form,
checklists, management by objectives or standards, job description analysis and
contributions, and shadowing the principal (Brown & Irby, 2001; Lindahl. 1986;
Reeves, 2004; Thomas, 1979; Valentine, 1987; Webb, Green, Motello, & Norton, 1987;
Weiss, 1989). Most recently, there has been an effort to incorporate more constituents
into the evaluation of school leaders through a 360-degree evaluation process.
“The 360-degree feedback is so well estabi’shed in American business and
industry that it has become a recurring theme in Dilbert cartoons” (Manatt, 1997, p. 1);
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however, this process is still relatively new in the education world. "If you search the
phrase '360 degree’ in library literature, you get no response” (Goodson, 2006, p. 2). The
360-degree evaluation process regarding insights about principal performance would be
sought from teachers, students, parents, peer principals, support staff, and central
administration (Manatt, 2000). This evaluation process is also known as multi-source
assessment, multi-rater feedback, full-circle appraisal, team evaluation, and peer
evaluation (Goodson, 2006; Manatt, 1997).
The 360-degree feedback has positives and negatives; however, it seems the
benefits outweigh the downfalls:
Positives of using a 360-degree evaluation system are as follows:
•

The goal of 360-degree feedback is to increase employees’ self-awareness so
that they can improve their work performance, and this is accomplished by
seeking feedback from all or most of the constituencies with which an
employee has contact (Waldman & Atwater, 1998).

•

The reason employees should get more information from work associates is
that people often view such information as more fair, accurate, and believable
than that obtained from supervisors, who often have less opportunity to
actually observe employee work than colleagues do (Goodson, 2006).

<* There are obvious weaknesses in assessments done by one person’s point of
view. The evaluation can often be a reflection of mere personal prejudices,
based on subtle likes and dislikes. The biggest problem is that supervisors
really may not know as much about employee performance as they think they
do, forming opinions based on very little evidence (Goodson, 2006).
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*

This type of evaluation process helps administrators confront poor
performance because of possible grievance procedures or litigation
(Goodson. 2006).

«

Supervisors gain a truer picture of employee performance (Goodson, 2006).

•

Those being evaluated get a more thorough perception of different constituent
groups.

*

Principals can determine various gaps in performance areas, hence,
determining strengths and weaknesses (Goodson, 2006).

•

360-feedback solves the problems common with single-source evaluations,
including lack o f fairness, accuracy, credibility, and usefulness to the person
being evaluated. It is more balanced and time-efficient (Santeusanio. 1097).

Negatives of the 360-degree evaluation may include the following:
•

Being Too Nice— Some individuals do not like to offend so they never give
bad ratings (Swinton, 2006).

•

Bland Central— One should not give feedback on someone if they do not have
a clue o f that person’s work performance (Swinton, 2006).

*

Shining Halo— Give true feedback about work performance. Do not give a
good rating just because you like the person (Swinton, 2006).

*

Straight for the Jugular— Give true feedback about work performance. Don't
give negative feedback just because you do not like the person (Swinton.

20oO
® Possible bad ratings for the principal if the instrument is delivered
immediately following an unpopular decision.
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°

With so many people giving feedback, people might not be as confidential as
they should be (Kent, 2001).

Some public school districts have started taking on this challenge by creating
lull-blown 360-degree evaluation for [all] educators. Done correctly, 360-degree
feedback can be the keystone to school transformation efforts. A five-year study o f
360-degree feedback in the Hot Springs County School District in Thermopolis,
Wyoming, identiiied a 15% increase in achievement across all subjects measured by the
SRA standardized tests. These gains occurred over the period with no decline in morale
among teachers and principals due to the use of the 360-degree feedback system (Manatt.
1997).
As stated previously, the 360-degree process needs to be done correctly if it is to
be implemented for efficiency and improvement. The researcher used the research of
Lepsingcr and Lucia (1997), Kent (200!), and Manatt (2000) to develop the foiiowing list
when developing and implementing the 360-degree evaluation process:
»

The feedback recipient is informed about why the information is going to be
collected and how the information will be used.

»

T he feedback recipient is allowed to help determine what questions will be
asked and developed if an interview is used.

•

Determine what type o f feedback is required and, if possible, develop or
purchase tools to capture this information.

»

If needed, teach employees how to use the tooi or instrument.
If needed, teach employees how to give performance feedback about the
people they are evaluating.
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*

1each employees how lo make use o f the feedback in determining goals and
next steps to perfect areas needing improvement.

*

Put the process in place over three years evaluating the administrators first.

*

Use an outside source for validity.

The 360-degrce evaluation process can be developed for all school personnel.
Schools and businesses can create then- own questionnaire or can purchase a
commercialized one. Goodson (2006) recommends questionnaires produced by
commercial companies because they have generally been prepared by professionals, have
been through comprehensive validity testing, and are not as time consuming to create;
however, these questionnaires may not fit the needs o f every particular school district or
organization; hence, it is important lo note Ward’s (1997) valuable list o f tips on writing
your own questionnaire:
1) Begin each sentence with a verb and avoid passive voice. (Example:
“Approaches difficult work issues with enthusiasm.”)
2) Keep items short, with sentences between 5-10 words long. (Example: The
sentence “Shows discretion” is not very specific, but “Maintains
confidentiality when dealing with sensitive issues” is both easier lo understand
and to evaluate.)
.3) Describe only one behavior at a time. This is important because if the person
has to assign one number rating to the question, if more than one thought is
expressed, it might be impossible to answer. (Example: “Give personal
performance feedback to staff in a timely, sensitive manner” covers two ideas:
timely and sensitive . . . the person being evaluated may do one o f those very
well, but not both.)
4) Be careful about using the words AND and OR because they usually indicate
a presence of two thoughts. (Example: If the question is “speaks clearly and
politely,” what do you answer if the person is clear but not polite, or vice
versa?)
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5) Use everyday language, understandable to anyone and appropriate to both the
person evaluated and the respondents.
6) Minimize the use of judgmental expressions, such as well, excellent, effective,
and so on. In the sentence, “Makes effective formal presentations,” what does
effective really mean? Clear? Convincing? Interesting? Not too long? Keep
in mind that the person being evaluated will have to act on this feedback, so
use adjectives which add clarity and meaning.
7) When appropriate, use questions which address the reader directly, such as
“Allows you to speak without interrupting.” This kind of question encourages
the respondent to focus on their own relationship with the evaluatee, not what
they may have observed in his or her other employee interactions.
8) Be sure all questions truly relate to the competency or value you are trying to
measure and remember, at all times, that questions should be asking whether
the person does or does not do something, not whether he or she possesses
some personal characteristic.
9) Use the words “demonstrates” or “shows” sparingly. This is usually taking
the easy way out, instead of thinking through and precisely defining the
behavior you feel is important and are trying to describe. Instead o f saying,
“ Demonstrates effective communication techniques,” you might say instead,
“ Presents ideas in a persuasive manner,” if that’s what you really intend to
say. (pp. 80-83)
The 360-degree evaluation should not be used in isolation. School districts
should determine which standards, characteristics, skills, traits, and leadership style they
desire from their principals, then seek appropriate solutions for continuous improvement
and professional growth.
Educational Leadership Profile (ELP)
The instrument used in this study was the Educational Leadership Profile (ELP).
The Educational Leadership Performance Measures (ELPM) was designed by the
l university o f Oregon and was adapted by Dr. Marv Erhard t at the North Dakota LEAD
Center into the ELP. The University of Oregon developed a booklet titled Educational
Leadership Improvement Tool: A Research-Based Assessment, Evaluation. &
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Improvement Tool fo r School Administrators (DeFranco & Golden, 2003) describing the
LLPM. 1he ELPM and ELP instruments are congruent in format; however, the ELP is
mainly designed as an on-line assessment.
Realizing the relationship between school leadership and student achievement,
this project was undertaken to advance the common goal o f strengthening abilities of
school leaders with the intent o f improving learning for all students.
The . . . ELP measures are based on a combination of qualitative research and a
review of the literature on what makes an effective school administrator. By
conducting a review of both academic literature and reports from educational
organizations the skills important to successful school leadership were
determined. The skills for school leadership that were identified as being of the
utmost importance in the initial research included having a vision, using data, and
having a focus on student learning. (The ELP Research Base, 2006, Research
Methodology section, para. 1)
To accomplish this goal, the following four-step process was conducted:
1) Research the effective characteristics of distinguished school administrators.
2) From this research, identify a set of standards for school leadership.
3) With these standards as a reference point, create a scoring guide for assessing
school administrators.
4) Using the scoring guide as a foundation, create an improvement tool with
protocols for a variety o f means for assessing, evaluating, and assisting the
development o f school administrators. (DeFranco & Golden, 2003, p. 4)
The Educational Leadership Performance Measures are based on a combination of
qualitative research and a review of the literature regarding the effective school
administrator. From the literature review, interview questions were created to ask
administrators about their school leadership. After conducting interviews with numerous
administrators from multiple districts, the responses o f the practitioners were examined
and compared to the literature on administrator effectiveness. As a result o f the literature
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reviews and the qualitative research, nine leadership areas, each including four
underlying elements, were determined and are now included in the standards for school
leadership referred to as the Educational Leadership Profile. Through a triangulation of
the literature review, qualitati /e research from school administrator interviews, and the
input gained from the content leview panels, the ELP represents a widely agreed-upon
equation for successful school leadership (The ELP Research Base, 2006).
The ELP is divided into nine dimensions and has four elements to further specify
the content in that dimension. Research o f the ELP was done by content review panels,
composed of school principals and others who work with school administrators at the
district and university levels. These panels met periodically to review the instrument for
content. The content review panels critiqued the tool to assure that the difference in
explanations between the Developing, Meets, and Exceeds sections was relative to each
o f the four elements in that specific scoring guide and also relative to the other eight
scoring guides (The ELP Research Base, 2006).
The scoring guide is a 6-point Likert scale. Participants had the choice of
choosing
•

Not Met— expectations are not met,

® 1-2 = administrator is developing in that area,
•

3-4 - expectations are being met in that area, or

•

5-6 = expectations arc exceeding in that area. (DeFranco & Golden, 2003,
p. 10)

A description of the developing, meeting, and exceeding expectations guidelines can be
found in Appendix A.
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1he ELP was designed for the following uses: self-assessment and professional
development, administrator evaluation, coaching and mentoring administrators, district
data collection, and administrator preparation programs. Self-assessment allows one to
reflect on his or her strengths and weaknesses. This can provide the administrator with
a starting point to help with further professional development and personal goals.
Evaluation is another area o f use for the ELP. “The ELP may also be used for
evaluating school administrators in conjunction with other district instruments. The
benchmarks provide clear direction to administrators for what it takes to move from a
lower to a higher rating” (Multiple Uses o f the ELP, 2006, Evaluation section, para. 1).
Just as teachers have done for years, administrators can take part in peer mentoring and
coaching models using the ELP. The tool provides structure for creating goals to
enhance improvement. School districts can use the tool to gain insight into strengths
and weaknesses o f administrators in their district. With this information, (a) resources
can be allocated to enhance needed areas o f professional development and
competencies, (b) administrators can place principals by utilizing certain strengths to
enhance schools within the district, and (c) districts can pair up administrators to help
each other in areas o f weak competencies. The ELP could also be used in administrator
preparation programs in order to further understand evaluation systems and evaluation
o f school personnel (DeFranco & Golden, 2003; Multiple Uses o f the ELP, 2006).
Though the challenges and responsibilities o f the principalship are not likely to
lessen in the years to come, many experts see the future o f the principalship as
one o f opportunity and challenge. The changing nature o f the position, they feel
will give the principal o f tomorrow a unique role in both the school system and
business community, as well as the chance to address issues not even conceivable
20 or 30 years ago. . . . As principals adapt to their new roles, the evaluation of
principals also will need to adapt experts say. But one thing will remain constant,
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the need to evaluate principals in ways that are fair and constructive and that,
ultimately, help ensure school and student success is evident. (Franklin, 2000,
P- 8)
The information in Chapter II provided an historic perspective o f the development
ot leadership and education, particularly the history o f the elementary principal, including
the literature review of the importance of leadership; history of education in North
Dak ta; history o f the elementary principalship; leadership attributes, characteristics,
standards, and performance areas; the 360-degree evaluation process; and the Educational
Leadership Profile. The description and design of the research methodology to determine
if the -e is a significant difference between the independent variables, which are the
Educational Leadership Profile’s nine dimensions, and the dependent variables, which are
(a) constituent groups, (b) male and female participants, (c) school size, (d) years the
evali ators have known the evaluatee, (e) principal experience, and (f) principal gender,
will be presented in Chapter 111.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this study was to compare the ratings of the performance o f
elementary school principals when evaluated by supervisors, certified staff, classified
staff, peers, and the principals themselves. Each participant rated their elementary
principal on nine different dimensions: Leadership Attributes, Visionary Leadership,
Community Leadership, Instructional Leadership, Data-Driven Improvement,
Organization to Improve Student Learning, Organization to Improve Staff Efficacy,
Cultural Competence, and Education Management.
Research Questions
The following questions were generated for this study:
1. Are there significant differences between constituent groups (supervisors,
peers, parents, classified staff, certified staff, and themselves) on the nine
Educational Leadership Prolife (ELP) dimensions?
2. How do the ratings o f constituent groups compare in each ELP dimension
using the ELP Scoring Bar?
3. Are there significant differences between the ratings o f male and female
participants on the nine ELP dimensions?
4. How do the ratings of gender o f participants compare in each ELP dimension
using the ELP Scoring Bar?
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5. Are there significant differences o f participant ratings between the years
participants were familiar with the principal on the nine EL,P dimensions?
6. How do the ratings of years o f familiarity compare in each ELP dimension
using the ELP Scoring Bar?
7. Are there significant differences o f participant ratings between school
enrollments on the nine ELP dimensions?
8. How do the ratings o f school enrollment compare in each ELP dimension
using the ELP Scoring Bar?
9. Are there significant differences o f participant ratings between years of
principal experience on the nine ELP dimensions?
10.

How do the ratings o f principal experience compare in each ELP dimension
using the ELP Scoring Bar?

11. Are there significant differences of participant ratings between male and
female principals on the nine ELP dimensions?
12.

How do the ratings o f principal gender compare in each ELP dimension using
the ELP Scoring Bar?

13.

What is the rank order o f the ELP dimension from highest to lowest from the
ratings of all participants and are there significant differences between the
nine ELP dimensions?
Population

This sample population initially included 30 elementary principals from the state
o f North Dakota; however, 6 participants had invalid data so this study ended with 24
elementary principals being evaluated. Evaluating the 24 principals were 19 supervisors.
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32 peers, 216 certified staff, 68 classified staff, and 88 parents for a total of 447 ELP
participants. Please refer to Table 1 in Chapter IV for thorough demographics o f this
study.
Description o f Instrument
The Educational Leadership Profile (ELP) was developed by Dr. Marv Erhardt
(North Dakota LEAD Center) in conjunction with the Center for Educational Policy
Research at the University o f Oregon. Permission was obtained from the North Dakota
LEAD Center, which also received permission from the University of Oregon (Appendix
C). The survey was developed to advance the common goal o f strengthening the abilities
o f school leaders with the intent of improving learning for all students (DeFranco &
Golden, 2003; Educational Leadership Profile, 2005). This instrument consists of nine
leadership dimensions with four questions under each o f the nine dimensions (Appendix
A). The dimensions to be evaluated are Leadership Attributes, Visionary Leadership,
Community Leadership, Instructional Leadership, Data-Driven Improvement,
Organization to Improve Student l,earning, Organization to Improve Staff Efficacy,
Cultural Competence, and Education Management. Each o f these 36 survey questions
has a 6-point Likert scale with two other options o f “not met or not applicable.” Each
participant had the option of selecting "not met or not applicable,” a 1 or 2 which is given
a “developing” status, a 3 or 4 which is given a “meets” status, or a 5 or 6 which is given
an “exceeds” status (DeFranco & Golden, 2003; Educational Leadership Profile, 2005).
Data Collection
Permission to conduct the study was obtained from the University o f North
Dakota Institutional Review Board (IRB). The researcher's primary interest was to
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compare the various constituent groups regarding the evaluation o f the elementary
principal. The ELP was an on-line assessment for all participants rating their elementary
principal’s performance. All participants completed the ELP on-line. Individual
performance results were only observed by the elementary principal taking ’he ELP. The
researcher’s interest is in the overall performance o f the 24 elementary principals and
individual comparisons of each constituent group on the nine ELP dimensions.
An initial letter was sent to elementary principals via the North Dakota
Elementary Principal’s Listserv eliciting participation from elementary principals across
the state of North Dakota (Appendix D). There were only 30 principals who chose to
participate. This number was reduced to 24. as 6 participants had invalid data. Once
participation was approved from each principal and superintendent, letters were sent to
supervisors, elementary principals, certified staff, classified staff, peers, and parents via
the elementary principal with instructions regarding participation in this study and
instructions for completing the Educational Leadership Profile evaluation (Appendix B).
Completion of the ELP from certified staff, classified staff, parents, and peers was
voluntary.
Data Analysis
The ELP was completed on-line; therefore, all data were kept on a server at the
North Dakota LEAD Center. Dr. Erhardt gave the researcher permission to use the ELP
data for this dissertation (Appendix C). Dr. Erhardt collected the primary data and sent
the data to the researcher.
First, the frequencies and percentages o f the responses were calculated and listed
for each of the demographic areas of the ELP. Second, participants were classillcd into

one o f the following constituent groups: supervisors, peers, certified staff, classified staff,
parents, or elementary principals (self-evaluation). Third, the responses for school
enrollment were classified into three categories (0-200 students, 201-350 students, and
351 students or more); the responses for years participants were familiar with their
principal were classified into three categories (0-5 years, 6-9 years, and 10 years or
more); and the responses for principal experience were classified into three categories
(0-5 years, 6-9 years, and 10 years or more).
Data were analyzed using a multivariate analysis o f variance (MANOVA),
followed by univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA). if significant, for each
demographic area (independent variables) and each specific ELP dimension (dependent
variables). If multivariate and univariate results were significant, Bonferonni's test was
used to assess the significance of pairwise post hoc differences. The quantitative data
were encoded, entered, and analyzed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
(SPSS).
The survey questions elicited general information only and were not intended to
be intrusive in any way. Each participant who completed the survey did not have to place
his or her name on any documents. Anonymity and confidentiality were assured to all
participants to ensure validity in (he study before they began the ELP questionnaire.
A report of the analysis o f the data is presented in narrative and tabular form in
Chapter IV.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
The purpose o f this study was to compare the ratings of the performance o f
elementary school principals when evaluated by supervisors, certified staff, classified
staff, peers, and the principals themselves. This study attempted to compare the ratings
o f the aforementioned constituent groups on the Educational Leadership Profile’s (ELP)
nine performance dimensions on 24 elementary principals from North Dakota. Each
elementary principal evaluated himself or herself and also were evaluated by their
supervisor, certified staff, classified staff, peers, and parents. This study also compared
the ELP’s nine dimensions on gender of the evaluators or participants, gender of the
elementary principals, school enrollment, years the evaluators were familiar with the
principals, the experience o f the elementary principals, and gender o f the elementary
principals.
The participants responded to this survey by rating each o f the 36 items on a
Likert scale with the following options: (0) not met, (1-2) developing, (3-4) meets,
(5-6) exceeds, or (NA) not applicable. The ELP’s 36 items were divided equally into
nine dimensions; hence, there were four questions in each o f the following dimensions:
Leadership Attributes, Visionary Leadership. Community Leadership, Instructional
Leadership. Data-Driven Improvement, Organization to Improve Student Learning.
Organization to Improve Staff Efficacy, Cultural Competence, and Education
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Management. Each dimension was then divided by four to achieve an overall mean score
for each dimension. Figure 6 presents the ELP Score Bar developed by the University o f
Oregon. There are actually six areas of scoring: (1) Not Met, (2) Developing,
(3) Between Developing and Meets, (4) Meets, (5) Between Meets and Exceeds, and
(6) Exceeds.

Developing
1

1.5

Exceeds

Meets
2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

5.5

6

Figure 5. ELP Score Bar. (DeFranco & Golden, 2003, p. 24)
This chapter contains the following sections: a description of the participants in
terms o f demographic information; description of the means of each dependent variable;
and multivariate, univariate, and pairwise analysis results comparing the ratings o f the
constituent groups across the nine independent variables (also called ELP dimensions)
according to the various constituent groups (elementary principals, supervisors, peers,
certified staff, peers, and classified staff), the gender o f the participants, years the
evaluators were familiar with the principals, school enrollment, the experience o f the
elementary principals, the gender o f the elementary principals, and each o f the nine
dimensions themselves. For the purpose of this study, statistical significance was set at
the .05 level.
Participant Demographic Information
Table 1 presents the frequencies and percentages for those participants who
responded to the ELP survey. Twenty four elementary principals from North Dakota
were included in this study. O f the 24 elementary principals, 7 (29.2%) were male.
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Table 1. Frequencies and Percentages Regarding Principal Gender, Principals and
School Enrollments, Principal Experience, Constituent Groups, Constituent Group
Gender, Constituent Group Familiarity of Principals, and Constituent Groups and
School Enrollments (N = 447).

Characteristics

N

Elementary Principals

24

%

17

70.8

7

29.2

14

58.3

Enrollment of their school was 201-350

7

29.2

Enrollment of their school was 351 or more

3

12.5

Experience in current position is 0-5 years

10

41.7

Experience in current position is 6-9 years

6

25.0

Experience in current position is 10 years or more

8

33.3

Female
Male
Enrollment of their school was 0-200

Total Number o f Participants (Constituent Groups)

447

Elementary principals

24

5.4

Supervisors

19

4.3

Peers

32

7.2

216

48.3

Parents

88

19.7

Classified staff

68

15.2

Total males completing survey

74

16.6

373

83.4

Certified staff

'Total females completing survey

61

Table 1 cont.

Characteristics

N

%

Familiar with principals 0-5 years

236

52.8

Familiar with principals 6-9 years

114

25.5

97

21.7

Participants were involved with school
enrollments of 0-200 students

250

55.9

Participants were involved with school
enrollments of 201-350 students

146

32.7

Participants were involved with school
enrollments of 351 students or more

51

11.4

Familiar with principals 10 years or more

17 (70.8%) were female, 14 (58.3%) had a school enrollment o f 0-200, 7 (29.2%) had a
school enrollment of 201-350, and 3 (12.5%) had a school enrollment o f 351 or more;
10 (41.7%) have been in the principalship 0-5 years, 6 (25.0%) have been in the
principalship 6-9 years, and 8 (33.3%) have been in the principalship for 10 years or
more. The constituent groups consisted o f 24 (5.4%) elementary principals, 19 (4.3%)
supervisors, 32 (7.2%) peers, 216 (48.3%) certified staff, 88 (19.7%) parents, and 68
(15.2%) classified staff. There were 74 (16.6 %) males and 373 (83.4%) females in the
study; 236 (52.8%) participants were familiar with the principal 0-5 years, 114 (25.5%)
participants were familiar with the principal 6-9 years, and 97 (21.7%) participants were
familiar with the principal 10 years or more. There were 250 (55.9%) participants
involved with schools with an enrollment o f 0-200 students, 146 (32.7%) participants
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involved with schools with an enrollment o f 201-350, and 51 (11.4%) participants
involved with schools with an enrollment of 351 or more students.
Multivariate Analysis Results
The results of the data analysis are presented in separate tables in each o f the six
demographic areas, which are the six independent variables. The means, multivariate
(MANOVA), univariate (ANOVA), and pairwise hoc differences (HSD) were completed
using Bonferonni’s method and are presented in this section using nine ELP dimensions
or dependent variables: Leadership Attributes, Visionary Leadership, Community
Leadership, Instructional Leadership, Data-Driven Improvement, Organization to
Improve Student Learning, Organization to Improve Staff Efficacy, Cultural
Competence, and Education Management. This section consists o f Independent Variable
I: Constituent Groups; Independent Variable II: Gender o f Participants; Independent
Variable 111: Familiarity With Principal; Independent Variable IV: School Enrollment;
Independent Variable V: Experience of Principals; Independent Variable VI: Gender of
Principals; and closes with the mean, multivariate, and pairwise comparison of the ELP
dimensions with themselves.
Independent Variable I: Constituent Groups
This section of the chapter presents the data relating to the first two research
questions: Are there significant differences between constituent groups (supervisors,
peers, parents, classified staff, certified staff, and themselves) on the nine Educational
Leadership Profile (ELP) dimensions? How do the ratings of constituent groups compare
in each ELP dimension using the ELP Scoring Bar?
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The first independent variable examined the ratings o f the various constituent
groups. The constituent groups were supervisors, peers, parents, classified staff, certified
staff, and elementary principals. Out of the total number o f 447 participants, 24 were
elementary principals, 19 were supervisors, 32 were peers, 216 were certified staff, 88
were parents, and 68 were classified staff.
Table 2 presents the mean ratings of each constituent group on the ELP
dimensions. On a scale of 0 (low) through 6 (high), supervisors rated the elementary
principals the highest with an overall mean rating o f 4.5 while the elementary principals
rated themselves the lowest with an overall mean rating o f 3.9. These ratings were
divided into six groups o f competencies which included (1) 0 = not meeting expectations,
(2) 1-2 developing expectations, (3) between developing/meeting expectations, (4) 3-4
meeting expectations, (5) between meeting/exceeding expectations, and (6) 5-6
exceeding expectations.
In the dimension of Leadership Attributes, certified staff rated the principals the
lowest (4.3), and peers rated the principals the highest (4.6). Overall, these principals are
meeting expectations and are close to exceeding expectations as the scores fall between
meeting and exceeding expectations on the ELP Scoring Bar.
In the dimension of Visionary Leadership, the elementary principals rated
themselves the lowest (3.9). and supervisors rated the principals the highest (4.5). All
constituent groups, except the elementary principals, rated the principals 4.1 or higher
which indicates that principals scored between meeting and exceeding expectations. The
elementary principals viewed themselves as meeting expectations.
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fable 2. Constituent Group Mean Ratings o f Elementary Principals on the ELP
Dimensions (and ELP Scoring Bar Ratings).

ELP Dimensions

*Super
N=I9

Peers
N=32

Constituent Groups
Parents
*Class
N=88
N=68

Leadership Attributes

4.1(5)

4.6(5)

4.4(5)

4.4 (5)

4.3(5)

4.4(5)

Visionary Leadership

4.5 (5)

4.3 (5)

4.3 (5)

4.2 (5)

4.1 (5)

3.9 (4)

Community Leadership

4.6(5)

4.2 (5)

4.3 (5)

4.3(5)

4.2 (5)

4.1 (5)

Instructional Leadership

4.7(5)

4.3(5)

4.0(5)

4.3(5)

4.2 (5)

4.1 (5)

Data-Driven Improvement 4.5(5)

4.2(5)

3.9 (4)

4.0(5)

4.0(5)

3.9 (4)

Improve Student Learning 4.4(5)

4.0 (5)

4.0(5)

4.1 (5)

3.9 (4)

3.8(4)

Improve Staff Efficacy

4.4(5)

4.2 (5)

3.9 (4)

4.0(5)

4.0 (5)

4.2 (5)

Cultural Competence

4.0(5)

3.6 (4)

3.8(4)

3.7(4)

3.4 (4)

2-9 (3)

Education Management

4.5 (5)

4.2(5)

3.9 (4)

3.9 (4)

4.0(5)

3.9 (4)

Overall

4.5 (5)

4.2(5)

4.1 (5)

4.1 (5)

4.1 (5)

3.9 (4)

*Cert
N=2!6

*Prins
N=19

*Super = Supervisor, Class r- Classified Staff, Cert = Certified Staff, Prins = Elementary
Principals; ELP Expectations Scoring Bar: (l)-N ot Met, (2)-Developing, (3)-Developing/
Meeting. (4)-Meeting, (5)-Meeting/Exceeding, (6)-Exceeding
In the dimension of Community Leadership, elementary principals rated
themselves the lowest (4.1), and supervisors rated the principals the highest (4.6). All
constituent groups scored the principals between meeting and exceeding expectations.
In the dimension of Instructional Leadership, parents rated the principals the
lowest (4.0), and supervisors rated the principals the highest (4.7). All constituent groups
scored the principals between meeting and exceeding expectations.
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In the dimension of Data-Driven Improvement, elementary principals rated
themselves the lowest (3.9), and supervisors rated the principals the highest (4.5).
According to supervisors, peers, certified staff, and classified staff, the principals scored
between meeting and exceeding expectations. According to the parents (3.9) and
elementary principals, the principals are meeting expectations.
In the dimension of Organization to Improve Student Learning, elementary
principals rated themselves the lowest (3.8), and supervisors rated the principals the
highest (4.4). According to supervisors, peers, parents, and classified staff, the principals
scored between meeting and exceeding expectations. According to certified staff (3.9)
and elementary principals, the principals are meeting expectations.
In the dimension of Organization to Improve Staff Efficacy, parents rated the
elementary principals the lowest (3.9), and supervisors rated the principals the highest
(4.4). All constituent groups, except parents, rated the principals 4.0 or higher which
indicates principals scored between meeting and exceeding expectations for these groups.
Parents viewed elementary principals as meeting expectations.
In the dimension o f Cultural Competence, the elementary principals rated
themselves the lowest (2.9), and supervisors rated the principals the highest (4.0).
Supervisors scored the principals between meeting and exceeding expectations. Peers,
parents, classified staff, and certified staff scored the principals as just meeting
expectations. The elementary principals scored themselves between developing and
meeting expectations. It is evident the elementary principals were rated the lowest in the
dimension of Cultural Competence.
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In the dimension of Education Management, elementary principals rated
themselves the lowest (3.9), and supervisors rated the principals the highest (4.2).
Supervisors, peers, and certified staff scored the principals between meeting and
exceeding expectations. Parents, classified staff, and the elementary principals scored the
principals as meeting expectations.
Table 3 presents the results of the MANOVA and indicated that there was a
significant difference between constituent groups (Wilks’ lambda = .819, p = .001).
Table 3 also presents the results of the ANOVA and indicated a significant difference in
the dimension of Cultural Competence (p = .003). The post hoc test indicated an HSD
Table 3. Significant Differences as Rated by Constituent Groups on ELP Dimensions.

F

Significance

Leadership Attributes

.501

.776

Visionary Leadership

.728

.602

Community Leadership

.619

.686

Instructional Leadership

1.114

.352

Data-Drive Improvement

1.101

.359

Organization to Improve Student Learning

.641

.668

Organization to Improve Staff Efficacy

.811

.542

Dependent Variable

Statistics by Position: Wilks’ lambda = .819, p < .001

3.720

Cultural Competence

.903

Education Management
*Significant at the .05 level
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.003*
.479

between the ratings of parents and principals (p = .019) in the Cultural Competence
dimension. Bonferonni’s method presents no significant reportable findings between
other constituent groups' ratings.
Independent Variable II: Gender o f Participants
This section of the chapter presents the data relating t< rhe third and fourth
research questions: Are there significant differences betwi

the ratings of male and

female participants on the nine ELP dimensions? How do the ratings of gender of
participants compare in each ELP dimension using the ELP Scoring Bar?
The second independent variable examined was the gender of participants. Out of
447 participants, 373 were female and 74 were male.
Table 4 presents the mean ratings by participant gender on each ELP dimension.
Males and females rated elementary principals using a Likert scale of 0 (low) through 6
(high). These ratings were divided into six groups o f competencies which included
(1) 0 = not meeting expectations, (2) ! -2 developing expectations, (3) between
developing/meeting expectations, (4) 3-4 meeting expectations. (5) between
meeting/exceeding expectations, and (6) 5-6 exceeding expectations.
Males and females scored the elementary principals between a meets and exceeds
status (4.0 or higher) in the dimensions o f Leadership Attributes, Visionary Leadership,
Community Leadership, Instructional Leadership, and Organization to Improve Staff
Efficacy. Males scored Data-Driven Improvement, Organization to Improve Student
Learning, and Education Management between meeting and exceeding expectations.
Females scored Data-Driven Improvement, Organization to Improve Student Learning.
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and Education Management as meeting expectations. Both males and females gave
principals a score o f meeting expectations in the dimension of Cultural Competence.
Table 4 presents the MANOVA and indicated that there were no significant
differences in the ratings between female and male participants on the ELP dimensions
(W ilks’ lambda = .982, p = .556).
Table 4. Mean Ratings by Participant Gender on ELP Dimensions (and ELP Scoring Bar
Ratings).

Gender of Participants
Females
Males
N -74
N=373

ELP Dimensions

Statistics by Position: Wilks’ lambda = .982, p = .556
Leadership Attributes

4.4 (5)

4.4 (5)

Visionary Leadership

4.2(5)

4.3 (5)

Com n)un i1y Lead ersh ip

4.2 (5)

4.3 (5)

Instructional Leadership

4.2(5)

4.3(5)

Data-Driven Improvement

3.9 (4)

4.2(5)

Organization to Improve Student Learning

3.9(4)

4.2(5)

Organization to Improve Staff Eflicacy

4.0(5)

4.1 (5)

C u 11ural Competenee

3.5 (4)

3.7 (4)

Education Management

3.9(4)

4.3 (5)

ELP Expectations Scoring Bar: (l)-N ot Met, (2)-Developing, (3)-Devcloping/Meeting,
(4)-Meeting, (5)-Mecting/Exceeding, (6)-Exceeding
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Independent Variable III: Familiarity With Principal
This section of the chapter presents the data for the fifth and sixth research
questions: Arc there significant differences of participant ratings between the years
participants were familiar with the principal on the nine El.P dimensions? How do the
ratings o f years o f familiarity compare in each ELP dimension using the ELP Scoring
Bar?
The third independent variable examined was the familiarity with the principal.
The three categories of familiarity included (a) participant knew their principals for 0-5
years, (b) participant knew their principals for 6-9 years, and (c) participant knew their
principals for 10 years or more. Out of the total 447 participants, 236 participants were
familiar with their elementary principals 0-5 years, 114 were familiar with their
elementary principals 6-9 years, and 97 were familiar with their elementary principals for
10 years or more.
fable 5 presents the mean ratings for each ELP dimension and the three
categories regarding participant familiarity with their principals: Category
1 (0-5 years), Category 2 (6-9) years, and Category 3 (10) years or more). Participants
rated elementary principals using a Likert scale o f 0 (low) through 6 (high). These
ratings were divided into six groups o f competencies which included ( 1 ) 0 " not meeting
expectations. (2) 1-2 developing expectations, (3) between developing/meeting
expectations. (4) 3-4 meeting expectations, (5) between meeting/exceeding expectations,
and (6) 5-6 exceeding expectations.
In the dimensions of Leadership Attributes. Visionary Leadership, Community
Leadership, and Instructional Leadership, the elementary principals in all three categories
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Table 5. Mean Ratings o f Participants by Their Familiarity With the Elementary
Principal on ELP Dimensions (and ELP Scoring Bar Ratings).

Category 1
0-5 Years
N=236

Category 2
6-9 Years
N =114

Category 3
10+ Years
N=97

Leadership Attributes

4.4(5)

4.4(5)

4.6(5)

Visionary Leadership

4.1 (5)

4.4 (5)

4.4(5)

Community Leadership

4.1 (0)

4.4 (5)

4.5 (5)

Instructional Leadership

4.1 (5)

4.2 (5)

4.4 (5)

Data-Driven Improvement

3.9 (4)

4.1 (5)

4.2 (5)

Organization to Improve Student Learning

3.9 (4)

3.9 (4)

4.2 (5)

Organization to Improve Staff Efficacy

4.0 (5)

3.9 (4)

4.1 (5)

Cultural Competence

3.4 (4)

3.6(4)

3.7 (4)

Education Management

3.9 (4)

3.9(4)

4.3 (5)

ELP Dimensions

ELP Expectations Scoring Bar: (1 )-Not Met, (2)-Developing, (3)-Developing/Meeting,
(4)-Meeting, (5)-Meeting/Excceding, (6)-Exceeding
scored between a meets and exceeds status (4.0 or higher). In the Data-Driven
Improvement dimension, participants in categories two and three scored the principals
between meeting and exceeding expectations; however, principals in category one scored
in the meeting expectations area. In the dimension o f Organization to Improve Student
Learning, participants in category three scored the principals between meeting and
exceeding expectations; however, participants in categories two and three scored their
principals in the meeting expectations area. In the dimension of Organization to Improve
Staff Efficacy, participants in categories one and three rated their principals between a
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meeting and exceeding expectations status; however, participants in category two scored
the principal in the meeting expectations area. In the dimension o f Cultural Competence,
all three categories scored in the meeting expectations area. In the dimension of
Education Management, participants from category three scored the principals between
meeting and exceeding expectations; however, principals in categories one and two
scored in the meeting expectations area.
Table 6 presents the results of the MANOVA and indicated there was a
significant difference regarding participants and the familiarity with their principal
Table 6. Significant Differences as Rated by Participant Familiarity With the
Elementary Principal on ELP Dimensions.

F

Dependent Variable

Significance

Years Familiar with Principal; W ilks’ lambda = .921, p = .007
Leadership Attributes

3.560

.029*

Visionary Leadership

2.207

.111

Community Leadership

5.622

.004*

Instructional Leadership

1.833

.161

Data-Drive Improvement

2.476

.085

Organization to Improve Student Learning

2.481

.085

.457

.634

Cultural Competence

1.639

.195

Education Management

3.163

.043*

Organization to Improve Staff Efficacy

•Significant at the .05 level
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(Wilks' Iam bud - .921, p = .007). Table 6 also presents the results o f the ANOVAs and
indicated a significant difference in the dimensions of Leadership Attributes (p = .029),
Community Leadership (p = .004), and Education Management (p = .043). Post hoc tests
showed a highly significant difference between participants who were familiar with their
principals 0-5 years and participants who were familiar with their principals 10 years or
more in both Leadership Attributes (p = .030) and Community Leadership (p = .006).
Although not significant at the p < .05 level, there was a difference between participants
who were familiar with their principals 0-5 years and participants who were familiar with
their principals 10 years or more in the ELP dimension o f Education Management
(p = .051).
Independent Variable IV: School Enrollment
This section of the chapter presents data for the seventh and eighth research
questions: Are there significant differences o f participant ratings between school
enrollments on the nine ELP dimensions? How do the ratings of school enrollment
compare in each ELP dimension using the ELP Scoring Bar?
Tho fourth independent variable examined was school enrollment. The three
categories o f school enrollment included (a) participant was involved with a school o f
0-200 students, (b) participant was involved with a school o f 20!-350 students, and
(c) participant was involved with a school of 351 students or more. Out o f the 447
participants, 250 participants were from schools with an enrollment of 0-200 students,
146 were from schools with an enrollment of 201-350 students, and 51 were from schools
with an enrollment of 351 students or more.
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Fable 7 presents the mean ratings by participants regarding school enrollment on
the ELP dimensions: Category 1 (0-200 students), Category 2 (201-350 students), and
Category 3 (35! students or more). Participants rated elementary principals using a
Likert scale o f 0 (low) through 6 (high). These ratings were divided into six groups of
competencies which included (1 )0 —hot meeting expectations, (2) 1-2 developing
expectations, (3) between developing/meeting expectations, (4) 3-4 meeting expectations,
(5) between meeting/exceeding expectations, and (6) 5-6 exceeding expectations.
Fable 7. Mean Ratings by Participant School Enrollment on the ELP Dimensions (and
ELP Scoring Bar Ratings).

Student Enrollment
Category 2
Category 3
Category 1
201-350
351+
0-200
Students
Students
Students
N=146
N=51
N=250

ELP Dimensions

Leadership Attributes

4.5 (5)

4.2 (5)

4.3 (5)

Visionary Leadership

4.3 (5)

4.1 (5)

4.1 (5)

Community Leadership

4.4 (5)

3-9 (4)

4.3 (5)

Instructional Leadership

4.3(5)

4.0(5)

4.1 (5)

Data-Driven Improvement

4.0 (5)

3.9(4)

4.1 (5)

Organization to Impmvc Student Learning

4.1 (5)

3.8 (4)

3.9 (4)

Organization to Improve Staff Efficacy

4.1 (5)

3.9 (4)

4.1 (5)

Cu 1turaI Com petence

3.6(4)

3.4(4)

3.4 (4)

Education Management

4.1 (5)

3.9(4)

4.0 (5)

ELP Expectations Scoring Bar: (1 )-Not Met, (2)-Developing. (3)-Developing/Meeting,
(4)~Mceting, (5)-Meeting/Excccding, (6)-Exceeding
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In the dimensions of Leadership Attributes, Visionary Leadership, Community
Leadership, and Instructional Leadership, the elementary principals in all three categories
were scored between the meeting and exceeding expectations status (4.0 or higher). In
the dimension o f Data-Driven improvement, participants in categories one and three
scored the elementary principals between meeting and exceeding expectations while
participants in category two scored the principals as meeting expectations. In the
dimension o f Organization to Improve Student Learning, participants in category one
scored the principals between meeting and exceeding expectations while participants in
categories two and thee scored the principals as meeting expectations. In Organization to
Improve Staff Efficacy, participants in categories one and three scored the principals
between meeting and exceeding expectations while participants in category two scored
the principals as meeting expectations. In the dimension o f Cultural Competence, the
participants in all three categories scored the principals as meeting expectations. In the
dimension of Education Management, participants in categories one and three scored the
principals between meeting and exceeding expectations while principals in category two
scored as meeting expectations.
Table 8 presents the results of the MANOVA and indicated that there was a
iiilicani difference between school enrollments (Wilks’ lambda = .916. p - .003).
Table 8 also presents the ANOVAs and indicated there was a significant difference in the
dimensions o f Leadership Attributes (p = .018) and Community Leadership (p = .001).
The post hoc analysis indicated a highly significant difference between school
enrollments in categories one and three in both Leadership Attributes (p = .017) and
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Table 8. Significant Differences as Rated by Participants and Their Student Enrollment
on ELP Dimensions

F

Significance

Leadership Attributes

4.071

.018*

Visionary Leadership

1.560

.211

Community Leadership

6.870

.001*

Instructional Leadership

2.812

.061

.400

.670

Organization to Improve Student Learning

2.556

.079

Organization to Improve Staff Efficacy

1.572

.209

Cultural Competence

1.808

.165

.610

.544

Dependent Variable

Student Enrollment: Wilks’ lambda = .916., p = .003

Data-Drive Improvement

Education Management
*Significant at the .05 level

Community Leadership (p = .001). The results indicate no significant relationship
patterns between school enrollments on the ratings o f elementary principals.
Imi. prudent Van ... -le V: E xp.>•cnee o f Principals
This section of the chapter presents data relating to the ninth and tenth research
questions: Are there significant differences o f participant ratings between years of
principal experience on the nine ELP dimensions? How do the ratings o f principal
experience compare in each ELP dimension using the ELP Scoring Bar?
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The fifth independent variable examined was experience o f principals. The three
categories in the area of experience of the principals included (a) principal participants
who have been principals 0-5 years, (b) principal participants who have been principals
6-9 years, and (c) principal participants who have been principals 10 years or more. Out
o f the 447 participants, 159 participants completed the survey where their principal had
0-5 years o f experience, 146 participants completed the survey where their principal had
6-9 years o f experience, and 142 participants completed the survey where their principal
had 10 years o f experience or more.
Table 9 presents the mean ratings by participants regarding the experience of
elementary school principals on the ELP dimensions in three categories: Category 1 (0-5
years), Category 2 (6-9 years), and Category 3 (1 0 years or more). Participants rated
elementary principals using a Likert scale of 0 (low) through 6 (high). These ratings
were divided into six groups o f competencies which included (1 )0 = not meeting
expectations, (2) 1-2 developing expectations, (3) between developing/meeting
expectations, (4) 3-4 meeting expectations, (5) between meeting/exceeding

ations,

and (6; 5-6 exceeding expectation.'..
In the dimensions o f Leadership Attributes, Visionary Leadership, Community
Leadership, and Instructional Leadership, the elementary principals in all three categories
scored between meeting and exceeding expectations (4.0 or higher). In the dimensions of
Data-Driven Improvement, Organization to Improve Student Learning, Organization to
Improve Staff Efficacy, and Education Management, the principals in category one
scored as meeting expectations while principals in categories two and three scored
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Table 9. Mean Ratings by Participants Regarding the Experience o f the Elementary
Principal on ELP Dimensions (and ELP Scoring Bar Ratings).

Elementary Principal Experience
Category 1
Category 2
Category 3
0-5 Years
6-9 Years
10 + Years
N -10
N=6
N=8

ELP Dimensions

Leadership Attributes

4.4 (5)

4.3 (5)

4.5 (5)

Visionary Leadership

4.1 (5)

4.2 (5)

4.3 (5)

Community Leadership

4.2(5)

4.1 (5)

4.4 <'

Instructional Leadership

4.1 (5)

4 ”

4.3 (5)

Data-Driven Improvement

T7 (4)

4.1 (5)

4.3 (5)

3.9 (4)

4.0(5)

4.1 (5)

Organization to Improve Staff
Efficacy

3.8 (4)

4.1 (5)

4.2 (5)

Cultural Competence

3.5 (4)

3.5 (4)

3.6 (4)

Education Management

3.8 (4)

4.1 (5)

4.2 (5)

Organization to Impi
1 enrnin"

indent

ELP Expectations Scoring Bar: (l)-N ot Met, (2)-Developing, (3)-Developing/Meeting,
(4)-Meeting, (5)-Meeting/Exceeding, (6)-Excceding
between meeting and exceeding expectations. In the dimension of Cultural Competence,
the principals in all three categories scored as meeting expectations.
Table 10 presents the results of the MANOVA and indicated there was a
significant difference between the experience levels o f principals (W ilks’ lambda = .887,
p = .000). Table 10 also presents the results of the ANOVAs and indicated there was a
significant difference in the dimensions o f Data-Driven Improvement (p = .001) and
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Table 10. Significant Differences as Rated by Participants Regarding the Experience of
the Elementary Principal on ELP Dimensions.

Dependent Variable

F

Significance

Leadership Attributes

1.228

.294

Visionary Leadership

1.510

.222

Community Leadership

1.581

.207

Instructional Leadership

1.576

.208

Data-Driven Improvement

7.717

.001*

.910

.403

2.980

.052

.098

.907

4.370

.013*

Principal Experience: Wilks’ lambda = .887, p < .001

Organization to Improve Student Learning
Organization to Improve Staff Efficacy
Cultural Competence
Education Management
’“Significant at the .05 level

Education Managrnent (p = .013). Post hoc tests indicated a highly significant difference
between the experience o f the principal with 0-5 years on both the experience o f the
principal with 6-9 years (p = .038) and the experience o f the principal with 10 years or
more (p = .000) in the dimension o f Data-Driven Improvement. There was no significant
difference between principals with 6-9 years o f experience and principals with 10 years
o f experience or more. In the dimension o f Education Management, there was a
significant difference between principals with 0-5 years o f experience and principals with
6-9 years o f experience (p = .015).
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independent Variable VI: Gender o f Principals
This section of the chapter presents data relating to the eleventh and twelfth
research questions: Are there significant differences o f participant ratings between male
and female principals on the nine ELP dimensions? How do the ratings of principal
gender compare in each ELP dimension using the ELP Scoring Bar?
The sixth independent variable examined was the gender o f principals. O f the 24
principals evaluated, 17 were female and 7 were male. Out of 447 participants, 317
participants evaluated female principals and 130 participants evaluated male principals.
Table 11 presents the ratings by participants regarding the gender of the
elementary principals on the ELP dimensions. Participants rated elementary principals
using a Likert scale o f 0 (low) through 6 (high). These ratings were divided into six
groups o f competencies which included (1 )0 = not meeting expectations, (2) 1-2
developing expectations, (3) between developing/meeting expectations, (4) 3-4 meeting
expectations, (5) between meeting/cxcecding expectations, and (6) 5-6 exceeding
expectations.
Females were scored between meeting and exceeding expectations in all ELP
dimensions except Cultural Competence where they were given just a meeting
expectations score. Males received meeting expectations scores in all ELP dimensions
except Data-Driven Improvement where they scored between meeting and exceeding
expectations.
Table 12 provides the results of the MANOVA and indicated a significant
difference in the ratings o f principal gender (Wilks' lambda = .880, p = .001). Table 12
also provides the results o f the ANOVAs and showed significant differences in eight of
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[’able 11. Mean Rating by Participants Regarding the Gender o f the Elementary
Principal on ELP Dimensions (and ELP Scoring Bar Ratings).

Elementary Principal Gender
Female
Male
N=17
N=7

ELP Dimensions

Leadership Attributes

4.5 (5)

3.9(4)

Visionary Leadership

4.3 (5)

3.9 (4)

C om m un ity Leadcrsh i p

4.4(5)

3.8(4)

Instructional Leadership

4.3 (5)

3.9(4)

Data-Driven Improvement

4.0(5)

4,1 (5)

Organization to Improve Student Learning

4.1 (5)

3.8(4)

Organization to Improve Staff Efficacy

4.1 (5)

3.8 (4)

Cult ura 1 C o m pete n ce

3.7 (4)

3.2 (4)

Education Management

4.1 (5)

3.8 (4)

ELP Expectations Scoring Bar: ( l )-Not Met, (2)-Developing, (3)-Developing/Meeting,
(4)-Meeting, (5)-Meeling/Exceeding, (6)-Exceeding
the ELP dimensions: Leadership Attributes (p = .000), Visionary Leadership (p = .005),
Community Leadership (p = .000), Instructional Leadership (p = .009), Organization to
improve Student Learning (p - .017), Organization to Improve Staff Efficacy (p = .010),
Cultural Competence (p = .000), and Education Management (p = .046).
Mean Ranking of ELP Dimensions
This section answers the thirteenth research question: What is the rank order o f
the ELP dimension from highest to lowest from the ratings of all participants and arc
there significant differences between the nine LLP dimensions?
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I able 12. Significant Differences as Rated by Participants Regarding the Gender of the
Elementary Principal on ELP Dimensions.

Dependent Variable

F

Significance

Leadership Attributes

18.284

.000*

Visionary Leadership

7.785

.005*

Community Leadership

18.994

.000*

1nstructionai Leadershi p

6.976

.009*

Data-Drive Improvement

.126

.723

Organization to Improve Student Learning

5.738

.017*

Organization to Improve Staff Efficacy

6.640

.010*

13.423

.000*

4.021

.046*

Principal Gender: Wilks' lambda = .880, p < .001

Cultural Competence
Education Management
’"Significant at the .05 level

Fable 13 presents the mean ranking o f each ELP dimension as provided by all
participants with (a) Leadership Attributes ranking in the high area; (b) Community
Leadership, Instructional Leadership, and Visionary Leadership ranking in the medium
high area; (c) Education Management. Data-Driven Improvement, Organization to
Improve Staff Efficacy, and Organization to Improve Student Learning in the medium
low area; and (d) Cultural Competence ranking in the low area. These levels were
determined by conducting a MANOVA among the ELP dimensions. Separation from
one level to the next indicates a significant difference in the mean scores.

Table 13. Mean, Standard Deviation, and Level of the ELP Dimensions as Rated by All
Participants.

ELP Dimensions

Mean

SD

Level

Leadership Attributes

4.38

1.28

High

Community Leadership

4.23

1.22

Medium High

1nstructional Leadership

4.20

1.22

Medium High

Visionary Leadership

4.18

1.22

Medium High

Education Management

4.03

1.21

Medium Low

Data-Driven Improvement

4.03

1.20

Medium Low

Organization to Improve Staff Efficacy

4.02

1.18

Medium Low

Organization to Improve Student Learning

4.00

1.21

Medium Low

Cultural Competence

3.53

1.21

Low

Conclusions, a discussion of results, and recommendations from this study are
presented in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose o f this study was to compare the ratings of the performance of
elementary school principals when evaluated by supervisors, certified staff, classified
staff, peers, and the principals themselves. This study attempted to compare the ratings
o f the aforementioned constituent groups on the Educational Leadership Profile’s nine
performance dimensions with four questions in each dimension using 24 elementary
principals from North Dakota. This study also compared the ELP’s nine dimensions on
gender of the participants, school enrollment, years the participants were familiar with the
principals, experience o f the elementary principals, and gender o f the elementary
principals. This study also compared the ELP’s nine dimensions to each other. The
results from Chapter IV are presented in the following conclusions, discussion, and
recommendations.
Conclusions
As a result of the analysis of the data, the following conclusions have been drawn
based on the research questions.
I . The ratings o f the constituent groups were only significant in the dimension of
Cultural Competence. In the area o f Cultural Competence, the only
constituent groups who showed significant differences were parents and
principals. The parents rated the principals higher than the principals rated
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themselves. This means in all other ELP dimensions there were no significant
differences among constituent groups' ratings. It is apparent that there was a
consistent rating o f elementary principals across constituent groups.
2. The overall rank by constituent groups from highest to lowest is as follows:
supervisors, peers, classified staff, parents, certified staff, and elementary
principals. Supervisors rated their principals higher while the elementary
principals rated themselves lower than all other constituent groups.
3. The ratings by participants regarding their gender showed no significant
difference in any o f the ELP dimensions; however, according to mean scores
in each ELP dimension, males did rate the elementary principals higher than
females in all nine ELP dimensions.
4. The years participants were familiar with their principals showed significant
differences in the dimensions o f Leadership Attributes, Community
Leadership, and Education Management. The post hoc test showed a
significant difference between participants who were familiar with their
principals 0-5 years and participants who were familiar with their principals
10 years or more in both Leadership Attributes and Community Leadership.
In the dimension o f Education Management, there was a difference between
participants who knew their principals 0-5 years and those who knew their
principals 10 years or more at p - .051; however, this was not significant at
the p < .05 level. It is evident that the more participants were familiar with the
principal the higher they rated the principal.

5. In the area o f school enrollment there was a significant difference in the
dimensions of Leadership Attributes and Community Leadership. The post
hoc test indicated a significant difference between school enrollments o f
0-200 and school enrollments o f 201-350 in both Leadership Attributes and
Community Leadership. In eight out of the nine EI.P dimensions, participants
who were involved with school enrollments o f 0-200 students had the highest
mean; however, in nine out o f nine ELP dimensions, participants who were
involved with school enrollments o f 201-350 students had the lowest mean.
In eight out o f the nine ELP dimensions, participants who were involved with
school enrollments of 351 students or more ranked in the middle of the three
categories. In much o f the research, visibility and availability were attributes
o f successful principals so the researcher assumed the higher the student
enrollment the lower the mean scores; however, this did not happen. The
researcher will note here that many schools with lower enrollments have
principals who either teach or have other job duties within the district so their
visibility and availability may not be any more evident than those principals in
schools with higher enrollments. There were no patterns o f differences found
between the ratings of principals and the enrollments o f their schools.
6. When considering the experience o f the principal, there was a significant
difference in the dimensions o f Data-Driven Improvement and Education
Management. The post hoc test indicated a significant difference in the
dimension of Data-Driven Improvement between the principals with 0-5 years
of experience on both the principals with 6-9 years o f experience and the
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principals with 10 years of experience or more. In the dimension of Education
Management, there was a significant difference between principals with 0-5
years o f experience and principals with 6-9 years o f experience. In eight of
the nine ELP dimensions, principals who have experience of 10 years or more
contained the highest means. In seven o f the nine ELP dimensions, principals
who have experience between 6-9 years contained the highest or second
highest means. In seven of the nine ELP dimensions, principals who have
experience o f 0-5 years contained the lowest means. In general, the ratings of
the elementary principals increased with experience.
7. Female participants scored significantly higher than males in eight out o f the
nine ELP dimensions. Males scored higher than females in Data-Driven
Improvement but not at a significant level. There were only seven male
principals in this study with 130 participants evaluating these seven principals.
There were 17 female principals in this study with 317 participants evaluating
them. If there were an equal number o f female and male participants in the
study, the scoring may have been different; however, the data have
implications about leadership. It is evident that female leaders have gained
prominence in the elementary principalship. Females appear to be at least
equal with males or, as the data show, have possibly risen to higher
prominence than males in elementary leadership.
8. Leadership Attributes rated the highest of all ELP dimensions. Community
Leadership, Instructional Leadership, and Visionary Leadership scored very
comparably and were rated medium high. Education Management,
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Data-Driven Improvement, Organization to Improve Staff Efficacy, and
Organization to Improve Student Learning scored very comparably and were
rated medium low. Cultural Competence was rated the lowest of all ELP
dimensions. Principals scored between meeting and exceeding expectations in
all areas except Organization to Improve Student Learning and Cultural
Competence where they scored in the meeting expectations area.
Discussion
As a result o f Chapter IV and drawing from the preceding conclusions, the
following list was developed by the researcher for further discussion.
1. The mean score o f supervisors was the highest among constituent groups
while the elementary principals rated themselves the lowest. This indicates
that there arc no other constituent groups who demand more out o f the
elementary principalship than the principals themselves. Elementary
principals should feel some reprieve that their supervisors believe they are
doing effective work administering their elementary schools.
2. It is also important to note that certified staff ranked the principals lower than
all groups except the principals themselves. Certified staff work the closest
with the principal on important educational issues and projects, and they work
with the principal on a daily basis; therefore, certified staff can often give a
better account o f principal performance than supervisors. This information
has two implications. One, principals should take input from certified staff
regarding their performance. They should also seek to further understand
their performance beyond that o f an ELP questionnaire with open-ended
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questions. Second, it is imperative that certified staff be involved in the
principal evaluation for a more thorough evaluation.
3. The elementary principals did not rate themselves significantly higher in any
area compared to the other constituent groups. If the elementary principals
would have rated themselves significantly higher in one dimension than other
constituent groups, the principals would need to reevaluate their competence
in that dimension. The principals did rate themselves lower in the dimension
o f Cultural Competence, but many o f the other constituent groups also rated
the principals low in this dimension. Therefore, the elementary principals
may be doing better than they perceive themselves in this dimension.
4. The researcher believed that the more familiar participants were with their
principal the higher they would rate the principal. This prediction was evident
because the more familiar participants were with their elementary principal
the higher they rated the principal in eight o f the nine ELP dimensions. This
implies that the principals in this study are gaining prominence with their
constituent groups as they continue to work in their communities.
5. No meaningful data could identify any correlation between school enrollment
and principal performance on any o f the ELP dimensions which indicates an
effective principal is an effective principal regardless o f school size. The
researcher first thought the smaller the school enrollment the higher the
ratings because those principals would have more availability to staff, but that
was not apparent from this study. The researcher notes here that this study did
not examine the job duties of each o f the 24 principals. For example, a
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principal in a smaller district might teach all day while also serving as the
elementary principal. If this were the case, a principal who teaches all day
would have even less visibility and availability than a principal who does not
have any teaching duties.
6. The elementary principals with more experience received higher ratings. This
was evident as seven o f the nine ELP dimensions increased in ratings as the
elementary principal experience increased. This information suggests that
principals improve with experience.
7. At a highly significant level, female principals rated higher than the male
principals in eight of the nine ELP dimensions. One could argue that there
were 373 female participants and 74 male participants in this study so the
female participants gave the female principals a higher rating; however, that
notion is quickly diminished because our third research question regarding
male and female participants shows that there was no significance between the
scoring from female ELP participants and male ELP participants. In fact,
although not at a significant level, male participants scored the elementary
principals higher than female participants in nine o f the nine ELP dimensions.
In the area of the elementary principaiship, females appear to be effective
educational leaders.
8. In the dimension of Leadership Attributes, the principals in this study seem to
be performing at a high level when building relationships, showing passion for
students, encouraging creativity, and possessing a professional code o f ethics.
In the dimension of Cultural Competence, the principals seem to be
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performing at a low level when valuing diversity, conducting cultural
assessments, building cultural knowledge, and promoting cultural diversity.
The next step for many o f the principals in this study is building goals around
the EL P dimensions where they scored in the low or medium low levels (or in
the developing range on the ELP Scoring Bar).
9. The researcher also believes that more dimensions may be added to principal
performance in the future which may include Emotional Intelligence (Elias,
Arnold, & Hussey, 2003; Goleman et al., 2002), Knowledge of Special
Education (National Association o f Elementary School Principals, 2001;
Rossow, 1990; Ubben, Hughes, & Norris, 2001), Personnel Intelligence
(Ubben et al., 2001; Whitaker, 2003), Law (Hessel & Holloway, 2002;
Rossow, 1990; Ubben ct al., 2001), Decision-Making and Situational
Leadership (Creighton, 2001; Ginsberg & Thompson, 1993; L.eithwood, 1987;
Rossow, 1990; Thomson, 1993), Change Facilitation (Lovell & Wiles, 1983;
Marzano, 2003; Robins & Alvy, 1995; Rossow, 1990; Tichy, 1998), Policy
(Hessel & Holloway, 2002; Jones, 2000; Thomson, 1993), and Problem
Solving (Drake & Row, 1994; Glasman, 1992; Marzano et al., 2005;
Thomson, 1993).
Recommendations
The following are recommendations for schools and educational leaders:
1. From the research in Chapter 11, it is evident that most districts across the
country need to devise more effective administrator evaluation systems
(Brown & Irby, 2001; Cousins & Earl, 1992; DePree, 1974; Drake & Roe,
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1994; Gil, 1998; Ginsberg & Thompson, 1993; Hart, 1992: Heck &
Glasman, 1993; Heck & Marcoulides, 1992; Leithwood, 1987; Lewis, 1982;
Lipham et al., 1985; Rallis & Goldring, 1993; Reeves, 2002, 2003, 2004;
Stine, 2001; Stufflebeam & Nevo, 1993).
2. There is not going to be one perfect evaluation system for administrators
because each school district has different needs, a different population, and
principals with various strengths and weaknesses; however, in the future,
generic systems will need to be developed to use as guidelines.
3. In the future, superintendents need to learn how to further help and support
their principals just as principals help and support teachers. Moreover, this
may be a professional development area for superintendents in the future.
4. Universities, especially in Educational Leadership departments, should
include administrative evaluation procedures as part of the academic
discipline. Classes should integrate data, assessment, system evaluation, and
administrative evaluation.
5. When implementing a school administrative evaluation system, the following
could be part of the process;
»

Define the evaluation purpose (Bolton, 1980; Clayton-Jones et al., 1993;
Glasman, 1992; Heck & Glasman, 1993; Lindahl, 1986; Stine, 2001;
Weiss, 1989).

® A 360-degree evaluation process should be used as part of the evaluation
process (Bolton, 1980; California Elementary School Administrators
Association, 1958; Clayton-Jones et al., 1993; Cousins & Earl, 1992;
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Drake & Roe, 1986; Ginsberg & Thompson, 199.3; Lewis, 1982; Lipham
etal., 1985; Manatt, 1997).
•

The administrators being evaluated should be included when developing
the evaluation process (Bolton, 1980; Brown et ah, 1998; California
Elementary School Administrators Association, 1958; Clayton-Jones et
ah, 1993; Lewis. 1982; Lindahl, 1986; Lipham et ah, 1985; Stine, 2001;
Valentine, 1987; Weiss, 1989).

® Leadership standards, domains, or dimensions should be developed
(DeFranco & Golden, 2003; Hessel & Holloway, 2002; Marzano et ah,
2005; Murphy et ah, 2000; National Association o f Elementary School
Principals, 2001; Reeves, 2004).
® The evaluation should be developed according to district and school needs
and goals (Bolton, 1980; Brown et ah, 1998; California Elementary
School Administrators Association, 1958; Clayton-Jones et ah, 1993;
Drake & Roe, 1986; Ginsberg & Thompson, 1993; Heck & Glasman,
1993; Lewis, 1982; Lipham et ah, 1985; Stine, 2001; Valentine, 1987).
«

Work-related goals o f the principal should be included in the evaluation
(also called management by objective) (Drake & Roe, 1986; Ginsberg &
Thompson, 1993; Leithwood. 1987; Lewis, 1982; Lipham et ah. 1985;
Stine, 2001).

»

The portfolio process could be used to show principal competencies,
goals, and workload (Brown et ah, 1998; Brown & Irby, 2001; Hackney,
1999) .
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*

Direct observation is rarely used but could be beneficial if time permits for
the supervisor (Bolton, 1980; California Elementary School
Administrators Association, 1958; Stine, 2001; Valentine, 1987).

•

Literature search and in-service (Brown et ah, 1998; Lindahl, 1986).

The following are recommendations for further study:
1. The ELP could be used for further study in the four areas under each
dimension. In this study, the nine ELP dimensions were used; however, the
researcher did not break down each dimension into the four specific areas.
For example. Cultural Competence was significant between two constituent
groups—elementary principals and parents; however, this does not
specifically tell us which o f the four areas under Cultural Competence were
significant. Further research should be done with more specificity in each
dimension.
2. The ratings of constituent groups should be studied in more detail. For
example, administrators could study the ratings o f parents in each ELP
dimension. Further study of constituent group ratings will help principals
understand the needs, goals, and attitudes o f these individual constituent
groups.
3. The study o f several additional independent variables, not examined in this
study, may result in significant differences across varying demographics. It
would be interesting to examine the difference o f teaching principals versus
those principals who do not teach or high poverty school districts versus
affluent school districts.
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4. There appear to be sample questionnaires similar to the ELP. A booklet
should be prepared by possibly the DOE, NAESP, NASSP, NASA, and/or
A AS A giving a description o f the various instruments available to assess
school leaders.

APPENDICES

Appendix A
Educational Leadership Profile (ELP)

A ss e ss m e n t for
A dm inistrator Being A ss e ss e d

Directions:
The ELP is designed to gather information to help school leaders strengthen their abilities to
improve learning for all students.
This survey m easures nine areas of educational leadership performance identified by the
research on what makes an effective school administrator. Each performance area includes four
elem ents with a rating guide. Please read the descriptors and decide which one best matches
the named administrator's performance. Next, use the scale below to rate the level of
performance you believe this person demonstrates for each element.
You may rate in the high or low range of DEVELOPING (1 or 2), MEETS (3 or 4), or EXCEEDS (5
or 6). Mark 0 if you believe performance does not meet a score of 1. Mark N/A if you are not
able to judge.
At the end of the suivey, you may include comments about this person’s past accomplishments
and/or improvement needs for each area.

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
Gender
□ Male

□ F em ale

Year familiar with named person's work (skip if self rating)
□ 0 to 5

□ 6 to 9

□ 10 plus

Rater Category
□ Self
□ Supervisor
□ Admin T eam

□ Prof Staff
□ S upport Staff

□ Community
□ Peer

School Enrollment (only the principal is to fill this in)
□ 0 to 200
□ 201 to 350
□ 351 plus
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Area 1: Leadership A ttributes

Element 1.1

Developing

C ir c le
O ne

COMMUNICATES
AND BUILDS
RELATIONSHIPS

N/A

0

Encourages
communication. Is
receptive to feedback.
Forms relationships
with staff, students,
parents, or community
members.

1

2

Meets

E xceeds

Encourages and
models
communication. Is
receptive to feedback.
Builds relationships
with staff, students,
parents and
community members.

Encourages and models
communication and positive
language. Is receptive to
feedback and
systematically requests it.
Builds strong relationships
with staff, students, parents
and community members.
Manages by walking
around. Staff and students
at the school/district are
personally and individually
supported. Has a network
for dialogue with
colleagues.

3

Element 1.2

Developing

0r™

DEMONSTRATES A
PASSION FOR
STUDENT
LEARNING

N/A

0

Addresses student
learning. Works with
staff to increase
student learning.

1

2

Element
____ i n
o n ?

N/A

0

Seeks creative
solutions. Is willing to
consider new
techniques.

1

2

Elem ent 1.4
%T

PO SSESSES A
PRO FESSIO NAL
CODE OF ETHICS

N/A

0

1

2
98

6

Meets

E xceeds
Constantly focuses on
student learning. Gets
teachers to come together
for the good of student
learning. Commonly visits
classrooms and takes
interest in student projects
and achievement.
Periodically guest lectures
in a class and leads student
extra-curricular events.

3

4

5

6

Meets

E xceed s

Seeks creative
solutions. Is willing to
consider new
techniques.

Implements creative
programs. Embraces
creative solutions and
rewards staff for using them.
Models by trying new things
and "thinking outside the
box." Encourages staff to
take calculated risks.

3

4

5

6

Meets

E xceed s

Possess core values.
Applies ethics related
to school/district and
education. Will often
process decisions
with stakeholders. Is
honest. Has integrity.

Communicates and models
core values. Applies ethics
related to school/district and
education. Processes
decisions with stakeholders.
Uses a clear model for
making decisions. Shares
information with members of
the school community when
appropriate, is honest, says
the tough things. Has
integrity.

Developing

Possesses core
values and ethics
related to
school/district and
education. Is honest.
Has integrity.

5

Focuses on student
learning. Considers
student learning
within activities and
decisions.
Brings teachers
together for the good
of student learning.
Commonly visits
classrooms. Puts
student learning at
the core of activities
and decisions.

Developing
MODELS AND
ENCO URAG ES
CREATIVITY

4

3

4

5

6

Area 2: V isionary Leadership

E le m e n t 2.1

Developing

C ir c le
O ne

FO STERS A
SHARED VISION
AND PU R PO SE

N/A

0

Meets

Attempts to involve staff
in the vision process.
Begins to guide the
vision

1

Involves staff in the
vision process and
extends ownership.
Guides the vision.
Leads the
development of a
vision statement for
the school/district.
Reinforces staff that
move towards the
vision.

3

2

4

E le m e n t 2 .2
C tr c lo
O no

N/A

0

Has a vision. Attempts to
connect the vision to the
decision-making process.

1

2

E le m e n t 2 .3

HOLDS HIGH
EXPECTATIONS
FOR STAFF AND
STUDENTS

N/A

0

1

2

99

6
E xceeds

Considers vision
when making key
decisions. Is aware of
how to achieve the
vision. Vision is
reflected throughout
most decisions. Is
able to articulate the
vision.

Vision is evident in key
decisions. Identifies steps
and benchmarks to
systematically achieve the
vision. Important decisions
are driven by the vision. The
success of these decisions
are measured in reference
to how they have assisted
the school/district in
achieving its vision. Clearly
articulates the vision and
the steps to achieving it.

3

4

5

6

Meets

E xceeds

Holds high
expectations for all
staff and students.
Often communicates
expectations. Raises
the bar for students.
States the skills they
expect from the
school's/district's staff.

Creates and holds
expectations for everyone.
Continuously communicates
expectations. Raises the bar
for all students. Builds a
culture of high expectations
and a school/district belief
that all students can learn.
Models and clearly
articulates the skills they
expect from the
school's/district's staff.

Developing

Has expectations for
staff and students.
Occasionally
communicates
expectations.
Demonstrates interest in
raising the bar.

5

Meets

Developing

THINKS AND
A PT6?
STRATEGICALLY

E xceeds
Fosters shared vision
among staff and integrates
them into the process.
Extends ownership to all.
Develops the vision with
members of the
school/district and
community. Skillfully guides
the vision. Leads the
development of a vision
statement for the
school/district. Builds
capacity in others to move
toward the vision while
reinforcing staff that move
towards the vision.

3

4

5

6

Meets

Element 2.4

Developing

on?

Occasionally revisits
the vision. Sporadically
talks to staff about
achieving the vision.

CARRIES THE
VISION

N/A

0

I

1

2

E xceed s

Often revisits the
vision. Mentions to
staff how they can
help achieve the
vision. Restates the
vision in diverse
ways.

5

4

3

Continually revisits the
vision. Frequently talks to
staff and community about
ways to achieve the vision.
Shares the vision with the
school community in as
many ways as possible to
reinforce it. Restates the
vision in diverse ways.

6

Element 3.1

Area 3: Community Leadership

DEVELOPS
RELATIONSHIPS
WITH PARENTS
AND THE
COMMUNITY

Element 3.2

N/A

C ir c le
O ne

0

FO STERS
SCHOOL/DISTRICT
PRIDE

N/A

0

Developing

Meets

E xceeds

Engages parents and
community members.
Is open to parents and
community members
participating in school
planning or events.

Actively seeks out and
communicates with,
parents and
community members.
Invites parents and
community members
to participate in
school/district
planning and/or
events. Reaches out
to community.
Understands the
relationship between
student success and
parent involvement.

Maintains contact with a
diverse group of parents
and community members.
Is visible in the community.
Actively recruits parents
and community members to
participate in school/district
planning and events.
Involves community.
Engages parents to assist
in students' education.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Developing

Meets

E xceeds

Has pride in the
school/district. Attends
to the
school's/district's
facilities. Is aware of
the importance of
climate and
environment, working
towards change.

Demonstrates pride in
the school/district.
Improves the
school's/district's
image and facilities.
Works to develop
pride for the
school/district
internally. Influences
the school's/district's
climate and
environment.

Models pride in the
school/district to staff and
students. Puts energy into
the school's/district's image
and facilities. Develops
pride for the school/district
both internally and
externally. Improves the
school's/district's climate
and environment.

1

2

100

3

4

5

G

Elem ent 3,3

Developing

On?

INTEGRATES THE
SCHOOL/DISTRiCT
WITH THE
COMMUNITY

N/A

Engages the
school/district
periodically in
community events.
Shows awareness of
the need to portray a
positive school/district
image to the
community.

1

0

2

b..^,jges the
school/district
regularly in
community events.
Portrays a positive
school/district image
to the community.
Fosters partnerships
with the community.

3

Element 3.4

Developing

on?

Occasionally uses
community network to
solicit resources for
the school/district.
Shows an awareness
of the need for grants.

SOLICITS AND
UTILIZES
COMMUNITY
RESOURCES

N/A

1

0

2

E xceed s

Meets

4

Engages the school/district
continuously in numerous
community events. Portrays
a positive school/district
image to the community and
actively communicates the
school's/district's needs.
Fosters partnership., with
the community. Unifies the
community around common
goals and expectations.

5

6

Meets

E xceed s

Commonly uses
community network to
solicit resources.
Actively seeks out
funds. Applies for
grant funds.

Employs a network in the
community to solicit
resources. Creates strategic
partnerships. Is proactive in
finding resources. Has a high
success rate in receiving
grants, uses the assistance
of staff. Obtains/promotes
the support of central office
and community leaders.

3

4

5

6

Area 4: Instructional Leadership
Meets

E xceeds

Facilitates linkages
among curriculum,
instruction and
assessment. Assists
staff in implementing
curriculum that helps
students to meet
benchmarks and state
standards.
Understands the key
elements of
curriculum and
instructional practice.

Assures a strong linkage and
interdependence among
curriculum, instruction, and
assessment. Leads staff in
implementing curriculum to
help students meet
benchmarks and state
standards. Has a strong
understanding of curriculum
and instructional practice.
Collaborates with staff to
align the school's/district's
curriculum with state
standards.

Element 4.1

Developing

C lrc l

o

O ne

FACILITATES/
PROMOTES
CURRICULUM
PLANNING,
IMPLEMENTATION,
AND EVALUATION

N/A

0

Focuses on
curriculum,
instruction, or
assessment.
Proposes curriculum
that helps students to
meet benchmarks and
state standards. Has
a basic understanding
of curriculum and
instruction practice.

1

2

101

3

4

5

6

Element 4,2

Developing

N/A

0

K EEPS STAFF
FO CU SED ON
CLOSING THE
ACHIEVEMENT
G AP "Achievement Gap"
defined as inequalities in
achievement among groups
of students with common
characteristics such as race,
ethnicity, socioeconomic
status, gender, or disability.

Instructs teachers to
create goals. Is aware
of evaluation methods
to provide assistance
to teachers. Conducts
classroom
observations. Provides
feedback.

1

2

N/A

0

Element 4.4
_____
_____
C ir c le
O ne

Works with teachers
to create goals.
Utilizes effective
evaluation methods to
provide assistance to
teachers. Is able to
critically evaluate
staff Conducts
meaningful classroom
observations.
Provides timely and
consistent feedback.

3

FOCUSES ON
TEACHING
STRATEGIES AND
LEARNING
THEORIES

N/A

0

4

5

6

Meets

E xceed s

Believes that all
students can learn.
Begins to focus on
bringing all students to
standards. Shows
signs of grasping what
it means to close the
achievement gap and
how to accomplish
this.

Believes that all
students can learn.
Focuses on bringing
all students to
standards. Gets staff
to buy into the need
for closing the
achievement gap.
Works toward
ensuring that levels of
learners can’t be
identified by any
characteristic of one
group. Rigorous
courses are available
to all students.

Models the belief that all
students can learn.
Consistently focuses on
bringing all students to
standards. Rigorous
courses are available to all
students. Staff is committed
to closing the achievement
gap. Ensures that levels of
learners can’t be identified
by any characteristic of one
group. Data reflect that
there is no longer an
achievement gap in the
school.

1

2

3

Developing

i

or?

E xceed s
Consistently works with
teachers to creaie goals and
revisits progress made
toward meeting those goals,
restructures goals as
needed. Is able to critically
evaluate staff and foster
staff growth. Uses multiple
strategies to improve
teacher’s instructional
practices. Conducts
meaningful classroom
observations. Established
feedback systems exist.
Provides continual
feedback.

Developing

I

Elem ent 4.3

on?

CO NDUCTS/
PROM OTES GOAL
SETTING AND
EVALUATION WITH
TEACHERS

Meets

Is knowledgeable
about theories and
teaching strategies for
learning, although
limited to one’s area of
expertise. Encourages
staff to become life
long learners.

1

2
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4

5

6

Meets

Exceeds

Is knowledgeable
about theories and
teaching strategies for
learning Understands
the elements that
contribute to student
learning. Supports
staff to use researchbased best practices.
Encourages staff to
become life-long
learners.

Is knowledgeable about
numerous theories and
teaching strategies for
learning. Understands the
elements that contribute to
student learning. Possesses
the knowledge and skills to
improve instruction and
student achievement.
Guides and supports staff to
use research-based best
practices. Supports staff to
be life-long learners.

3

4

5

6

Area 5: Data-Driven Im provem ent

E le m e n t 5.1

Developing

IMPLEMENTS
GUIDELINES FOR
A S S E S S M E N T AND
ACCOUNTABILITY

Occasionally uses
data to drive what is
done in the
school/district.

Meets

E xceed s

Regularly uses data
to drive what is done
in the school/district.
Builds core beliefs
around data. Uses
data to drive
improvement. Creaies
accountability
measures based on
data. Data is evident
in the
school’s/district's
strategic planning.

Continually and skillfully uses
data for school improvement.
Builds core beliefs around
data. Leads by taking
ownership of data. Believes
all students can reach high
standards, employs the data
to drive what is done in the
school/district. Creates and
implements accountability
measures based on data.
Data is a primary component
in the school's/district's
strateqic plan.

C ir c i

•

O ne

N/A

0

1

2

3

E le m e n t 5 .2

Developing

ono°

COLLABORATES
WITH TEACHERS
TO COLLECT AND
USE DATA

N/A

0

Is developing skills to
include teachers in the
creation or gathering
of data. Helps
teachers to
understand
assessment
measures.

1

2

E le m e n t 5 .3

U N D ERSTAN DS
INTERNALLY
GATHERED AND
EXTERNALLY
PROVIDED DATA

N/A

0

1

2

103

5

6

Meets

E xceed s

Integrates teachers
into the creation or
gathering of data.
Helps teachers to
understand
assessment
measures. Uses data
as part of the
instructional practice.
Assists staff to
conduct actionresearch.
Encourages teachers
to use data for
decisions.

Integrates teachers into the
creation and gathering of
data; demonstrates the
potential of data to
teachers. Helps teachers
and community to
understand assessment
measures. Uses data as
part of the instructional
practice, to assess student
learning, and make
appropriate adjustments.
Leads staff through actionresearch. Fosters an
environment where
teachers use data for
curriculum decisions.

3

Developing
Has a basic
understanding of the
implications of external
data and awareness of
its influence (e.g.,
NCLB). May create
site-based measures
to gather internal data
on attitudes or
performance. Is able to
identify gaps in
assessment data

4

4

5

6

Meets

E xceed s

Is aware of the
implications of
external data and its
influence (e.g.,
NCLB). Creates site
based measures to
gather internal data
on attitudes or
performance.
Identifies gaps in
assessment data and
determines how to fill
them.

Understands the
implications of external
data, familiar with different
ways school Quality is
measured. Informs staff of
data’s implications (e.g.,
NCLB). Creates site-based
measures to gather internal
data on attitudes and
performance. Is able to
identify gaps in assessment
data and modify measures
to provide additional info.
Disaggregates data into
several categories.

3

4

5

6

Element 5.4

Developing

C ir c le
O ne

U S E S DATA TO
DETERMINE
NEEDS, THEN
MONITOR AND
IMPROVE

N/A

0

Occasionally uses
data collection to
identify what needs to
be done within the
school/district and
analyze school/district
reform. Data does not
systematically
determine focus. May
assess data to gauge
student learning.

1

2

Meets

E xceed s

Regularly uses data to
identify what needs to
be done within the
school/district and
analyze school/district
reform. Considers
data when
determining focus and
allocation of
resources and when
monitoring reform.
Assesses data to
gauge student
learning.

3

4

Uses data to identify what
needs to be done in the
school/district and to
analyze school /district
reform. Uses data to focus
and allocate resources.
Conducts data-driven
inquiry. Fosters a culture
where data "speaks” for
change. Continually
assesses data to gauge
student success; it is
periodic and systematic.
Uses pre- and post-data to
measure program
effectiveness.

5

6

Area 6: Organization to Improve Student Learning

Element 6.1

Developing

MAXIMIZES
STUDENT
LEARNING TIME

Is aware of practices
for increasing "time on
task”. Has previously
assessed the
schedule to monitor
the best uses of time.

Meets

E xceeds

Shares practices for
increasing “time on
task” with staff.
Periodically assesses
the schedule to
monitor the best uses
of time. Brings
learning outside of the
classroom

Trains teachers in best
practices to increase “time on
task.” Continually assesses
the schedule to monitor and
improve uses of time. Fosters
learning in co-curricular
activities and other arenas
outside of the classroom,
uses transition. Organizes
time in innovative ways to
improve student learning.

C lr c l

a

O no

N/A

0

1

2

3

Element 6.2

Developing

On?

BUILDS A
PERSONALIZED
LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT

N/A

0

Works towards a more
student-centered
environment.
Encourages teachers
to individualize
instruction. Is aware
that students have
different needs and
strengths

1

2
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4

5

6

Meets

E xceeds

Creates a studentcentered
environment. Trains
and encourages
teachers to
individualize
instruction Considers
students' needs and
strengths. Creates
support systems for
students.

Creates a student-centered
environment, both in the
classroom and
school/district. Trains and
encourages teachers to
individualize instruction
Considers students' needs
and strengths. Creates
support systems for
students. Develops a
unique campus setting.
Assures that students have
personalized learning plans.

3

4

5

6

Elem ent 6.3
orn?

FOSTERS
COMMUNICATION
BETWEEN
DIFFERENT GRADE

LEVELS/SCHOOLS
N/A

Developing

Meets

E xceed s

Works to assist
transitions between
grades in the
school/district
Sometimes works with
other levels of
education to help with
articulation of a
sequential curriculum

Creates systems
within the
school/district to
assist transitions
between grades.
Works with feeder
schools to assist with
articulation of a
sequential
curriculum

Creates systems within the
school/district to create
seamless transitions
between grades. Works
with feeder schools to
promote with articulation of
a sequential curriculum.
Builds linkages for K-16
pathway.

0

1

3

2

Element 6.4
C ir c le
O ne

N/A

0

Is aware of the
benefits of technology,
but has not yet
regularly implemented
it with student learning.

1

2

5

6

Meets

E xceed s

Seeks resources for
increased technology.
Utilizes technology as
an instructional tool to
increase student
learning.

Identifies and seeks
resources for increased
technology. Provides staff
training on uses of
technology; communicates
benefits and potential of
technology. Creatively uses
technology to increase
student learning. Integrates
technology as an
instructional tool.

Developing

USES
TECHNOLOGY TO
INCREASE
STUDENT
LEARNING

4

3

5

4

6

Area 7: Organization to Help Staff Produce Results
Meets

E xceeds

Is knowledgeable
about theories,
techniques, and
practices for learning.
Shares information of
research-based best
practices with staff.
Provides staff with
resources.

Is knowledgeable about
theories, techniques, and
practices of teaching and
learning. Is awara o f recent
developments in the field.
Engages in formal and
informal dissemination to
staff. Shares information of
research-based best
practices with staff. Provides
articles and resources to
staff. Models best practices
for staff.

Element 7.1

j

Developing

DISSEM INATES
KNOWLEDGE OF
EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH AND
BE ST PRACTICES

Is knowledgeable
about theories,
techniques, and
practices for learning,
although limited to
one's area of
expertise. Is aware of
some research-based
practices.

C lr c l

o

N/A

0

1

2

O no

105

3

4

5

6

Element 7.2

Developing

on*

PROVIDES
SUSTAINED
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

N/A

Provides staff
trainings. Has staff
attend educational
trainings. Seeks out
professional
development in an
effort to improve
student learning.

0

1

2

Meets

E xceed s

Provides on or off site
trainings for staff.
Employs staff to lead
training sessions.
Identifies
representatives to
attend educational
trainings. Provides
professional
development that
results in enhanced
student learning.

Provides a combination of
on and off site trainings for
."aff. Empowers staff as
f-' cilitators for training
sessions, identifies
representatives to attend
educational trainings and
fosters accountability for
reporting back to entire staff
with new practices.
Provides appropriate
professional development
that results in enhanced
student learning. Uses data
to guide decisions about
professional development.

3

Element 7.3

Developing

C ir c le
O no

DEVELOPS AND
U S E S STAFF
TEAMS

N/A

0

May delegate
decisions to staff
teams. Suggests that
staff work together.
Works to build trust
and relationships.

1

2

Element 7.4

Tnl”

FACILITATES
PROBLEM
SOLVING

N/A

0

1

2

106

5

Meets

3

6
E xceed s

Delegates to staff
teams to create
proposals or suggest
decisions. Works to
create collaboration
among teachers.
Builds trust and
relationships.

Developing

May request staff input
on how to address
issues Varies how to
obtain the solution to
the problem may
direct or facilitate.

4

4

Systematically delegates to
staff teams to create
proposals and suggest
decisions. Successfully
fosters collaboration among
teachers. Arranges systems
for mentorship and support
among teachers. Builds trust
and relationship.

5

6

Meets

E xceeds

Requests staff input
on how to address
issues. Often will
facilitate rather than
direct the solution to
the problem. Possess
a diverse set of tools
for addressing
problems.

Elicits staff input for
suggestions on how to
address issues. Facilitates
rather than directs the
solution to the problem.
Models creative means for
problem solving. Possess a
diverse set of tools for
addressing problems,
employs different means for
each unique challenge.

3

4

5

6

Area 3: C ultural Competence

Element 8.1

Developing

Meets

E xceeds

Relieves in the value
r a diverse staff and
student body. Plans
frequent activities
around the value of
diversity. Supports the
attitudes, behaviors,
knowledge, and skills
necessary for staff to
work with all
individuals.

Believes in and models the
value of a diverse staff and
student body. Plans ongoing
activities around the value of
diversity. Promotes and
supports the attitudes,
behaviors, knowledge, and
skills necessary for staff to
work effectively and
respectively with all
individuals. Embodies an
understanding and openness
to diversity.

!

F O C U SE S ON THE
VALUE OF
DIVERSITY

Believes in the valeof a diverse staff anstudent body.
Realizes the
importance of
attitudes, behaviors,
knowledge, and skills
necessary for staff to
work with all
individuals.

\

C lr c l

N/A

O ne

0

1

2

3

Elem ent 8.2

Developing

Creates an awareness
of the need tor cultural
assessment. Arranges
some education and
training. Encourages
staff to increase their
self-awareness of
diversity.

C ir c le

Elem ent 8.3

O no

CoT

N/A

0

INSTITUTIONALIZES
CULTURAL
KNOWLEDGE

N/A

0

1

2

E xceed s

Creates an
opportunity for staff to
develop their own
cultural assessments.
Arranges frequent
education and
training. Expects staff
to increase their selfawareness and learn
more about their own
biases, fears, and
comfort levels.

3

4
Meets

Encourages cultural
experiences for staff.
Provides opportunities
for conversation about
culture and race.
Begins to collect
accurate
demographic, cultural,
schooled istrict
outcome data for
racial and ethnic
groups In the
school//district.

Creates opportunities
for cultural
experiences for staff
Creates a safe
environment for
conversations about
cunure and race.
Collects and utilizes
accurate
demographic,
cultural, school/district
outcome data for
racial and ethnic
groups in the
school/district. Has a
plan to identify and
support diverse
students.

2

107

6

Creates many opportunities
for staff and self to develop
their own cultural
assessments. Requires and
arranges for ongoing
education and training.
Fosters an environment
where staff increase their
self-awareness and learn
more about their own
biases, fears, and comfort
levels. After the
assessment, opportunities
are provided for traininq.

Developing

1

5

Meets

:

MAXIMIZES
CULTURAL
A SSE SSM E N T

4

3

5

6
E xceeds

4

Ensures a variety of
cultural experiences for
staff. All staff feel safe
having conversations about
culture and race. Uses a
variety of methods to
collect and utilize accurate
demographic, cultural,
school/district outcome
data for racial and ethnic
groups in the
school/district. Support
structures for diverse
students are ongoing.

5

6

Element 8.4

Developing

oST

PROMOTES
UNDERSTANDING
OF DIVERSITY
BETWEEN AND
WITHIN CULTURES

N/A

Encourages staff to
understand the
diversity between and
within cultures.
Provides staff
development about
diversity.

1

0

Meets

E xceeds

Expects staff to
understand the
diversity between and
within cultures.
Provides meaningful
opportunities for staff
development about
the diversity between
and within cultures.
Engages students
and staff in diversity
appreciation events.
Encourages
multicultural events at
the school/district.

Ensures all staff
understand the diversity
between and within
cultures. Provides ongoing
relevant staff development
about the diversity between
and within cultures.
Engages parents, students,
staff and community in
diversity appreciation
events. Organizes
multicultural clubs and
events. Visual evidence of
cultural components are
evident in the
school/district.

2

3

4

5

6

Area 9: Education Management

Elem ent 9.1

Developing

IDENTIFIES,
PRIORITIZES, AND
SO LVES
PROBLEM S THAT
ARISE IN THE
SCHOOL/DISTRICT

Resolves problems
that surface. Uses
organizational and
management
strategies to manage
the school/district.
May use problem
solving or conflict
resolution skills

Meets

E xceeds

Identifies and resolves
problems. Adopts
innovative organizational
and management
strategies to manage the
school/district. Uses
effective problem
solving and conflict
resolution skills.

Identifies potential
problems and then
resolves them in a timely
manner. Adopts innovative
organizational and
management strategies to
manage the school/district.
Uses an effective
combination of problem
solving and conflict
resolution skills. Uses
effective group process to
solve problems when
possible.

C lr c l

o

O no

N/A

0

1

2

3

Elem ent 9.2

Developing

o™

MANAGES THE
SCHOOL/DISTRICT
FACILITY

N/A

0

May reference the
school/district
improvement plan
when making
building/district
decisions. Works to
create a welcoming
environment for
students. Is aware of
basic principles of
school/district safety
and security.

1

2
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4

5

6

Meets

E xceeds

References the
school/district
improvement plan
when making
building/district
decisions. Effectively
utilizes space,
supplies, and
equipment. Fosters a
welcoming
environment for
students. Is
knowledgeable of
school /district safety
and security.

Constantly references the
school/district improvement
plan when making building
decisions. Effectively
utilizes space, supplies,
and equipment. Fosters a
welcoming environment for
students and community
members. Has detailed
knowledge of school/district
safety and security.
Organizes the
school/district to foster an
effective learning
environment.

3

4

5

6

Element 9.3

Developing

Elem ent 9.4

CoT

o'™

Selects, assigns, and
organizes staff in an
effort to achieve the
school's/district's
vision. Recruits
volunteers and other
community members
to assist in
school/district
activities.

MAXIMIZES
HUMAN
RESOURCES

N/A

0

APPLIES
PRINCIPLES OF
FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT
AND CREATIVE
RESOURCE
UTILIZATION
N/A

0

1

2

Meets

E xceed s

Selects, assigns, and
organizes staff to best
achieve the
school's/district's
vision. Taps future
leaders for the
school/district.
Recruits and trains
volunteers and other
community members
to assist in
school/district
activities. Creates
partnerships with
universities.

Selects, assigns, and
organizes staff to best
achieve the
school's/district's vision and
is able to retain them. Aligns
people's talents with the
tasks and activities of the
school/district. Builds on
staff’s strengths. Taps
future leaders for the school
and district. Creatively uses
volunteers and other
community members to
assist in school/district
activities. Creates ongoing
partnerships with
universities.

3

4

5

6

Developing

Meets

E xceed s

Manages financial and
material resources. Is
aware of the need to
seek additional
resources to
supplement state and
district resources.

Effectively works with
staff to manage
resources. Allocates
financial and material
resources in
relationship to
school/district goals.
Seeks additional
resources to
supplement state and
district resources.

Effectively and efficiently
works with staff to manage
resources. Demonstrates
optimal allocation of
financial and material
resources in relationship to
school/district goals Seeks
and finds additional
resources to supplement
state and district resources.

1

2
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3

4

5

6

COMMENTS
If you wish to record any com m ents, p le ase en ter them in the appropriate sp a c e
below.
Strengths or A ccom plishm ents:

Improvement Needs:
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Educational Leadership Profile
Analyzing, Interpreting, and Using
Self Assessment Data

PMI-lMMl
□

Ratings Summary-. You rated four elements within each performance area. Use the chart
on the next page to summarize your ratings and calculate the mathematical average for each
performance area:

□

Overall Ratings by Area-. Use the chart below to create a graph representing your overall
self ratings. Note the performance areas you perceived as Developing, Meeting, or
Exceeding.
OVERALL SELF RATING GRAPH

□

D etail Ratings by Area: You rated four elements for each performance area. Review the
rating summary form on the next page and note the elements you perceived as Developing,
Meeting, or Exceeding.

□

Comments-. Review any comments you wrote. Highlight or mark the comments that are the
most meaningful and useful to you.

RATING SUMMARY
RATING

AREA

1
1.1

1.2
1.3

1.4

LEADERSHIP ATTRIBUTES
Communicates and builds relationships
Demonstrates a passion for student learning
Models and encourages creativity
Possesses a professional code of ethics

1-2 = Developing
3-4 = Meets
5-6 - Exceeds

Average Area 1

2
2.1
2.2

2.3
2.4

VISIONARY LEADERSHIP

NM = Not Met

Fosters a shared vision and purpose
Thinks and acts strategically
Holds high expectations for staff and students
Carries the vision

NA = Not
Applicable

Average Area 2

3
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP
Develops relationships with parents and the community
Fosters school/district pride
Integrates the school/district with the community
Solicits and utilizes community resources

Average Area 3

4
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP
Facilitates/promotes curriculum planning, implementation, and evaluation
Conducts/promotes goal setting and evaluation with teachers
Keeps staff focused on closing the achievement gap
Focuses on teaching strategies and learning theories

Average Area 4

5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4

DATA-DRIVEN IMPROVEMENT
Implements guidelines fur assessment and accountability
Collaborates with teachers to collect and use data
Understands internally gathered and externally provided data
Uses data to determine needs, then monitor and improve

Average Area 5

6
6.1
6.2

6.3
6.4

ORGANIZATION TO IMPROVE STUDENT LEARNING
Maximizes student learning time
Builds a personalized learning environment
Fosters communication between different grade levels/schools
Uses technology to increase student learning

Average Area 6

7
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4

ORGANIZATION TO HELP STAFF PRODUCE RESULTS
Disseminates knowledge of educational research and best practices
Provides sustained professional development opportunities
Develops and uses staff teams
Facilitates problem solving

Average Area 7

8
8.1
8.2

8.3
8.4

CULTURAL. COMPETENCE
Focuses on the value of diversity
Maximizes cultural assessment
Institutionalizes cultural knowledge
Promotes understanding of diversity between and within cultures

Average Area 8

9
9.1
9.2

f'.3
9.4

EDUCATIONAL MANAGEMENT
Identifies, prioritizes, & solves problems that arise within the school/district
Manages the school/district facilities
Maximizes human resources
Applies principles of financial management & creative resource utilization
Average Area 9
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Psrt2-Mat»rotaiM
After completing your analysis, identify the performance areas and skills where you seem to be
most accomplished and those areas and skills most needing improvement.
Accomplishments

Exam ple

--------------------------------------------------

Accomplishments
I excel in Performance Areas 1, 2, 3, & 9. I am
very effective in community leadership. I have
created many strategic partnerships with
businesses and I have secured numerous
grants, which have resulted in increased
funding and resources for the school. I have
fostered an environment where parents are
very active in their student's education and
school events. The school has a prominent
place in many community events. I have been
very effective at building and maintaining
relationships with the school staff and
articulating a vision for’ the school. I have been
very effective in almost every area educational
management, particularly managing the school
facilities.

Areas for Improvement

Exam ple

---------------------------------------------

Areas fo r Im provem ent
I could benefit most from improvement in
Performance Areas 4, 5, & 8. I need to
increase my focus on instructional leadership. I
need to take part in more professional
development iri this area and work to stay
abreast of the most current knowledge and
practices in teaching and learning. I need to
plan and spend more time with staff sharing
this knowledge. Although I am comfortable
with analyzing data, I need to improve in
working with staff to use data as part of the
instructional process and use data for
instructional decisions. I believe in the value of
diversity, but I could improve in this area by
working to keep staff focused ori the value of
diversity and creating structures that promote
understanding between different cultures.

Copyright © 2005. ND LEAD Center. Used with
permission from Eugene, OR School District 4J
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fmn-urnmfmmMmm
After analyzing and interpreting the ELP data, use this page as a worksheet to identify potential
goals. You may choose to write goals for all nine performance areas, or you may wish to write
goals only for the performance areas identified as most in need of improvement. Later, you will
prioritize your list and write specific action plans for those you decide to pursue. If the ELP was
used for evaluation, you might work with your supervisor(s) to complete this section or you might
orepare it independently and present it to your supervisor for comment.

Example
5. Data-Driven Improvement

Get staff more involved in gathering and using data.

1. Leadership Attributes

6. Organization to Improve Student Learning

2. Visionary Leadership

7. Organization to Help Staff Produce Results

3. Community Leadership

8. Cultural Competency

4. Instructional Leadership

9. Educational Management

5. Data-Driven Improvement

Copyright © 2005. ND LEAD Center. Used with
permission from Eugene, OR School District 4.)

Pams-AcUMrunning
Prioritize the goals you wrote on the previous page balancing personal development needs and
school/district needs. Next, select your two or three highest priority goals. Use the planning
guide below to help you focus. Write a plan for each goal selected.

0
0
0
0
0

Goa! Planning Guidelines
My goal (what)
Specific actions to be taken (how)*
Time-line of actions (when)
Measurable desired results (why)
Assessments to measure progress or results (how well)

*N o te : Often, reviewing the rating indicators on the ELP assessment will provide you with
direction about what specific actions to take to advance to a higher level of performance.

Exam ple
Action Plan
Goal:

Get staff more involved in gathering and using data.
Specific actions:

■ Seek out resources and training for staff on how to interpret and use data as part of the instructional
process and to improve instruction.
■ Schedule at least two training sessions for staff.
■ Incorporate data-driven decision making into supervision/evaluation with teachers.
Time-line:

Begin immediately. Target completion by end of the current school year. Plan for continuation in
subsequent years.
Measurable desired results:

« Staff will understand how to interpret and use data as part of the instructional process, and they will
use data to make instructional decision and improve instructional practices.
* Improved practices will translate to overall student achievement gains by 3% and a close in the
achievement gap by 15%.
Assessments to measure progress or results:

»
»
*
*

Immediate post-training evaluation to assess immediate impressions.
Supervision/evaluation process to assess goals set by individual teachers.
Supervision/evaluation process to assess the degree of implementation of desired results.
Extended post-training evaluation to assess the impact of training and to gather additional data about
trie degree of implementation of training goals.

Depending on school or district
policy, plans may be signed and
d a te d by th e a dm in is tra to r and
supervisor.
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Goal P lan nin g T e m p la te
Use th is fo rm o r a similar fo rm a t to w rite
Action Plans fo r each goal. D uplicate this
page as necessary.

Action Plan
Goal;

Specific actions:

Time-line:

Measurable desired results:

Assessments to measure progress or results:

Appendix B
Consent Letter and ELP Instructions
To: Superintendents, Parents, Certified Staff, Classified Staff, Elementary Principals, and Other
Administrators (Peers)
From: Darren Sheldon
RE: Elementary Principal Evaluations
Date:
My Name is Darren Sheldon, and i ar i in the process of completing my doctoral degree in the area of
Educational Leadership from the University o f North Dakota. The Superintendent and elementary
principal of your school have already agreed to participate in this study. I would like to invite you to
participate in this study that will help provide data for my dissertation and will also help the North Dakota
LEAD Center, directed by Dr. Marv Erhardt, obtain information to impF nent and improve educational
leadership evaluations in the future.
The purpose of this research is to obtain a 360 degree evaluation of the elementary principal in your school.
The 360 degree evaluation means the elementary principal will be evaluated by the Superintendent,
certified staff (teachers. Title 1 Staff, PE, Music), classified staff (paraprofessionals, secretaries, cooks,
janitors), peers (other elementary principals, high school principals, reading facilitators, technology
coordinators), and parents. The elementary principals will also evaluate themselves. I will then do a
comparison of the constituent groups above to determine if there is a significant difference in the ratings of
each group.
The procedure I plan to use is as follows:
1) Elicit 30 elementary principals from across the state of North Dakota to pilot this study.
2) Elicit approval from the 30 superintendents who supervise the 30 elementary principals.
3) Send a purpose letter and instructions (attached) to superintendents, elementary principals,
classified staff, certified staff, other administrators, and parents through the participating
elementary principal.
4) Analyze the data to compare how the various groups rated the elementary principal using the on
line tool developed by Dr. Marv Erhardt, ND LEAD Center Director, called the Educational
Leadership Profile (ELP) Evaluation System. For a quick preview of the ELP, please go to the
following URL: (http://ndlead.org/).
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary; however, your assistance will be greatly
appreciated in making this a meaningful project. There is no cost to you to participate in this study. Your
responses will be kept confidential, stored on a server at the ND LEAD Center for a period of three years.
Any physical data copied and removed by the researcher will be stored in a locked safe for a minimum of
three years after the dissertation is complete. The elementary principal will rot receive individual
responses. Only the researcher, advisor, people who audit the Institutional Review Board (1RB)
procedures, and Dr. Marv Erhardt will have access to fids data. Results of this study will be used in the
dissertation and may be published in a national publication or book.
if you have any questions about the research, please call Darren Sheldon at (701) 351-1849 or e-mail
Daricn.Sheklon@sendit.nodak.edu or my advisor, Dr. Larrv Klundt, at (701) 777-3577. if you have any
other questions or concerns, please call the Office of Research and Program Development at (701) 7774279.
Thank you for assisting in this project and for helping further the Professional Development of the
elementary principal in your school. Please proceed to the next step— Educational Leadership Profile
Evaluation Instructions on the following page.

Educational Leadership Profile Evaluation Instructions
The ELP was developed by Dr. Marv Erhard! in conjunction with the University of
Oregon to help administrators improve their performance in the area of educational
administration which ultimately will help improve student achievement. The ELP is
divided into nine areas: 1) Leadership Attributes, 2) Visionary Leadership, 3)
Community Leadership, 4) Instructional Leadership, 5) Data-Driven Leadership. 6)
Organization to Improve Student Learning, 7) Organization to Improve Staff
Efficacy, 8) Cultural Competence, and 9) Education Management.
Each of the nine areas contains four questions along with one follow-up question for a
total o f 37 questions. We estimate the ELP will take 20-30 minutes to complete. The
last day to complete this evaluation of your elementary school principal will be
March 22, 2006.
1 want to reiterate that your participation in this survey is confidential. Your
evaluation is used to provide a mean score for all o f those who filled out the
evaluation. Your honesty in filling out the survey provides better reliability and
validity.
To begin the El P, please proceed to the following URL and follow the step by step
instructions:
http://www.ndlead.org

Appendix C
Permission Letters From North Dakota LEAD Center

CEfNITER

L eadership & Educational Administration D evelopment
121 Past Rosser Avenue • Bismarck, ND 58501 • 70/-258-3022 • Pax: 701-258-9826

July 5, 2005
Dr. Larry Klundt
Department of Educational Leadership
Education Building 207
231 Centennial Drive Stop 7189
Grand Forks, ND 58202-7189
Dear Dr. Klundt:
Permission is hereby granted to Dairen Sheldon and the University o f North Dakota to include
the Educational Leadership Profile (ELP) document as an appendix to his dissertation. The
authors of the ELP, the Eugene 4J School District, Eugene, Oregon and the University o f Oregon
Administrative Licensure Program, have granted the ND LEAD Center copyright permission to
distribute and use the instrument to increase awareness in North Dakota about the nine areas of
educational leadership performance identified by research on what makes an effective school
leader. Without question, Darren Sheldon’s study falls within the guidelines o f that copyright
authority.
i look forward to learning more about the findings and conclusions of Darren’s study.
Best, regards,

&oAv\,
Marvin Erhardt, Ed.D.
Director
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December 21,2005

To: Whom It May Concern
RE: Educational Leadership Profile (ELP) Evaluation
The ND LEAD Center has secured permission from the Eugene, Oregon, 4J School
D istrict, the Wallace Foundation, and the University o f Oregon Administrative Licensure
Program to use the Educational Leadership Profile (ELP) performance assessment
instrument. The inst rument measures nine areas o f educational leadership performance
identified by the research on what makes an effective school administrator. Each
performance area includes four elements with a rating guide. Realizing the relationship
between school leadership and student achievement, the ELP is designed to gather
information to help school leaders strengthen their abilities to improve learning for all
students.
The ND LEAD Center hereby gives Darren Sheldon, a University of North Dakota
doctoral student, permission and access to use the ELP to complete a doctoral study on
20-30 elementary principals from North Dakota. An example of this tool may be found
at http://www.nd Iead.org/too!s.
Sincerely,
Marvin Erhardt, Ed.D.
Director
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Appendix D
Letter to Elicit Participation in the Study
I <>: North Dakota Elementary Principals
fro m : Darren Sheldon
RE: Educational Leadership Profile (LLP ) Evaluation
Dale: 1/17/06
M y name is Darren Sheldon. I have recently resigned from the Dev ils Lake Public School System (principal o f Minnie
H Elementary School and assistant principal o f Central M iddle School) to complete my doctoral degree. I am asking
for your help and w ill hopefully help you in return.
I am looking for 30 elementary principals from North Dakota to do a pilot study regarding a 360 degree evaluation
using the Educational Leadership Profile (LLP ) Evaluation. At this time vve arc looking for elementary' principals who
serve as full-tim e administrators.
W h a t is a 360 degree evaluation? During this evaluation the elementary principal would be evaluated by the
superintendent or immediate supervisor, certified staff (teachers, PE. Music, Title I), classified staff (paraprofessionals,
cooks, janitors, secretaries), peers (other elementary principals, high school principals, technology directors, reading
facilitator) and parents. The elementary principal would also evaluate herself or himself.
W hat is the Educational Leadership P rofile (ELP)? The LLP is an on-line evaluation tool developed by Dr. Marv
Erhardt at the N D LEA D Center. The instrument measures nine areas o f educational leadership performance identified
by the research on what makes an effective school administrator. The nine areas are: I) Leadership Attributes, 2)
Visionary Leadership, 3) Community Leadership, 4) Instructional Leadership. 5) Data-Driven Leadership. 6)
Organization to Improve Student Learning. 7) Organization to Improve S taff Efficacy. 8) Cultural Competence, and 9)
Education Management. Each performance area includes four elements with a rating guide. Realizing the relationship
between school leadership and student achievement, the ELP is designed to gather information to help school leaders
strengthen their abilities to improve learning for all students. An example o f the ELP instrument and further
information can be found at http://ndlead.org/. Click HERE under Online Tools, then scroll down to Educational
Leadership Profile (ELP). The LLP contains 36 questions and is done on-line. The approximate lime to complete the
LLP is 20-30 minutes.
Benefits to the Elementary P rincipal! You (and only you) would receive copies o f your evaluation results. After
receiving your individual results from the N D LEA D Center, you could use the results in whatever fashion you choose.
You w ill not receive individual responses from parents, stall', and peers.
O th e r im p o rta n t in fo rm ation . Your participation in this study is completely voluntary: however, your assistance w ill
be greatly appreciated in making this a meaningful project. There is no cost to you to participate in this study.
Responses w ill be kept confidential, stored on a server at the N D LE A D Center for a period o f three years. Any
physical data copied and removed by the researcher w ill be stored in a locked safe for a minimum o f three years alter
the dissertation is complete. Only the researcher, advisor, people who audit the Institutional Review Board (IR B)
procedures, and Dr. Marv Erhardt w ill have access to this data. The researchers purpose is to compare the responses o f
the different constituent groups (superintendent, peers, classified staff, certified staff, parents, and the elementary
principals themselves) lo sec i f there is any significant differences in the ratings.
1 w ill provide instructions to all constituent groups through you. Example... when it is time for parents to fill out the
LLP, 1 w ill send the letter to all elementary principals (who agreed lo participate in the study) to send out to parents
either as an individual letter or as an attachment to the newsletter. This letter w ill give parents the instructions to
complete their portion o f the LLP. Similar letters w ill be sent lo your peers, classified staff, and certified staff. Again,
their participation w ill be voluntary.
W hat to do now? Ify o u arc interested in being part o f this pilot study, please discuss it with your immediate
supervisor or superintendent and e-mail me with your name, school, and city.
Ify o u have any further questions, please feel free to contact me at Darren. Sheldonfojscndit.nodak.edu or (701)3511849 or (701)284-6589.
Ce: North Dakota Superintendents
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